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PREFACE. --
DURING the years 1880-82, a few Oxford graduates and under
graduates, who had been brought together by the influence of 
the late Arnold Toynbee, used to meet once a month during 
term time, alternately in Oxford and London, . for the purpose 
of discussing in detail, and with ccmplete franknes!), some 
specified political or social que~tion" 

One of the subjects frequently referred to at these meetings 
was the attitude of the working classes towards Free Trade; 
and it was agreed that some member of the Society should 
prepare a paper, 'under Toynbee's supervision, on the best 
meal!S of fixing popular attention on the relation of political 
economy to fiscal questions. 

The execution of this idea was allotted to the present 
writer, and an outline of a pamphlet was prepared and sub
mitted to Toynbee for _criticism in 1882. Toynbee in that 
year was engaged upon the London lectures which led to his 
last illness, and was, consequently, unable to carry out his plan 
of a conjoint work. He did, however, discuss very fully with 
the writer, in several conversations, the scheme of the intended 
work, and suggested many modifications of that which had 

* The members of this Society, which had no name, were Arnold-Toynbee; 
Alfred Milner, New College. Editor of Toynbee's posthumous work, .. The 
Industrial Revolution"; P. L. Gel\, Balliol Conege; F. C. Montague, Balliol 
Conege; E. T. Cook, New Conege; D. G. Ritchie, Iesus Col\ege; J. A. 
Hamilton, BaIliol Col\ege; J. D. Rogers. Balliol Conege; Hon. W. Bruce, 
Balliol Conege; and B. R. Wise, Queen's Col\ege. Mr. Ritchie's essay on 
II Darwinism and Politics," in ~w8n Sonnenschein & Co. '5 U Social Science 
Series, .. and Mr. Montague's book on .. The Limits of .Individual Liberty" 
(Kegall Paul &: Co., 188.j), .hoth originated in these meetings. 
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been originally proposed. The result was that, in 1883, the 
manuscriptGf a pamphlet of about . fifty pages, 'of which the 
spirit was Toynbee's, alth~ugh the words were not, was sub
mitted to the Cobden Club for publication.' .By a series of 
mischances, this manuscript, of which no copy had been kept, 
was lost, and the loss was not made known to the writer until 
after the lapse of twelve months, when it was too late to recall 
eyen the form of the argument which Toynbee had suggested. 
The original idea was not, however, left unexecuted. In 1885, 
the wtiter embodied something of Toynhee's opinions in a 
pamphlet published in Sydney under the title of .. Free Trade 
and Wages," which is now out of print. 

The present work was first intended as a new edition of 
this pamphlet; but as it proceeded, and the stress of controversy 
with Protectionists compelled attention to other aspects of the 
fiscal question, it gradually assumed a new and distinct form, 
until there is now left in it nothing of Toynbee, save some 
traces of his influence, and the pious feeling which acknow
ledges that, as the inception of the work was due to him, so its 
execution should be taken as a tribute to his memory. The 
writer's best hope is that those who knew Toy~bee, and those 
who trace no small portion of their better selves to the influence 
of his luminous enthusiasm, may not think the tribute alto
gether unworthy. 

One word more upon the scope and method of the work. 
Written, as it has been, at intervals during the rare and busy 
leisure of an active professional and public life, it cannot lay 
claim to either literary or scientific completeness. Its merit, if 
any, lies in the directly practical character of its arguments and 
illustrations. For seven years the writer has been engaged by 
the side of Sir Henry Parkes in 'he forefront of an active 
political controversy with the Protectionists of his native 
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country, until he has gained an exceptional familiarity with the 
modes of thought and expression that win favour (or Protection 
among voters. The aim of the worli is to make use of this special 
knowledge of Protectionist arguments to put together a complete 
and scientific statement of the Free Trade case, from the point 

, of view of one who is addressing himself to the voters of a 
Democratic country; There is thus no intention to rival or 
supplant other well-known text-books of Free Trade, but rather 
to write a work which shall be complementary both to ProfeSl:or 
Fawcett's carefully tabulated index of arguments, and to the 
elaborate rhetorical presentment of the case by Mr. Henry 
George. If the writer has in places gone beyond this aim, or 
departed from his prope~ method, his excuse is offered in tce 
language of a fellow-student who, defending himself by antici· 
pation from the sam·e charge, urges as follows :-" I cannot," 
he says, .. think that any man with open and attentive eyes, 
and with confidence in his own impartiality; as based upon a 
rational view of life, does wrong in uttering the best reflections 
he can make on the way in which things are going, or tbe way 
in which he thinks they should go." ,. 

• "E.says and Addresses," by I!ernard I!osmquet, UA. (London: Swan 
Sonnenschein III: Co .. lSe91. p. vi. 

SYDNEY. Fe6nlary lolli, 11191. 
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INDUSTRIAL FREEDOM: 
A STUDY IN POLITICS. 
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SUMMARY. 

}tart 1. 
THE PROTECTIONIST REVIVAL. 

CHAPTER I. 
ITS NATURE. 

THE CIIARACTIIRISTICS OF THE MODERN PROTECTIVE 

SPIRIT Page I 

MODERN Protection differs from the old form of that policy
(a) In the composition of the party who support it. 
(b) In its objects. 

In consequence of this differen~, English Free Trade argu
ments are not necessarily applicable to the present dispute. 

CHAPTER II. 

ITS CAUSES. 

CAUSES WHICH HAVE AIDED TilE REVIVAL OF 

PllOTECTION. • Page 7 

THE revival of Protection has been assisted by a misconception 
of the nature of Free Trade, arising from several circumstances, 
viz.:-

(a) The mistake of Free Traders in directing their 
arguments principally to the effect of Free Trade 
upon the production of wealth, instead of to the 
question of its effect on wages. 
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(b) Th~ supposition that Free Trade is hostile to the 
working classes. • 

(c) The supposition that Free Trade requires Ii general 
adoption of the principle of laissez fizire. 

(d) The supposition-that Free Traders are indifferent 
to the evils of the competitive system. 

(e) The growing discontent with existing social con
ditions. 

Summary. 

CHAPTER III. 

ITS SIGNIFICANCE • • P'W'-9 

I. The Protectionist revival is often exaggerated, both 

(a) In its extent 
(b) In its significance. 

2. The lnere fact of Protection creates no inference against 
the wisdom of Free Trade. The truth is that Protection has 
been adopted for varying reasons of a special, local, and tem
porary character. There has been no general revolt against 
Free Trade, and no deliberate rejection of the policy. 

THE REVIVAL OF RESTRICTION. 

CHAPTER IV. 

ILLUSTIlATIONS. 

SECTION I.-GREAT BRITAIN. : Page 23 

I. Protectionists treat the example of Great Britain in two 
ways: either, they admit that Free Trade is proved to be a 
success for her; or, they say it is a" one-sided Free Trade," 
and not the Free Trade that was desired. 
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2. The success of Free Trade in Great Britain is an incon
testable historical fact. 

J. Summary of investigation of the subject; Mr. Giffen's 
researches on the magnitude of the general advance in pro
sperity since Free Trade. 

4. The Protectionist assertion that this increase has been 
caused entirely by railways and other mechanical improvements 
is improbable, because-- , 

(a) A sudden or (except on the hypothesis that it is 
due to Free Trade) an inexplicable advance in 
trade bas taken place after every dose of Free 
Trade legislation. 

(b) The mechanical factor. when working without 
Free Trade, has produced a less result. 

S. EXamination of the statement, that England adopted 
Free Trade under the mistaken belief that other nations would 
follow her example. 

6. The statement is not historically true. Conclusion; 
The significance of the Anti-Com Law agitation, and the 
arguments by which it was supported, are in no way weakened, 
either by the experience of forty-five years, or by inquiries into 
the motives and anticipations of the Free Trade leaders. 

Notes on the condition of England under Protection;-

NOTE A.-Extract from Martineau's History of the Peace. 
NOT!!: B.-Extract from Paper by George W. Medley. 

Sr.crION n.-THE CONTINENT OF EUROPE 

I. When England adopted Free Trade, the general belief 
in the peaceful tendencies of the age caused an over-sanguine 
anticipation of the universal triumph of Free Trade. -

2_ This anticipation was to some extent shared by Cobden. 
3. Owing chiefly to the spirit of Nationalism, the period of 

peace came to an end. 
4- Lord Sandon's Return of Tariff changes, since 1850, 
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shows, that until the effects of the Franco-German War were 
fully felt, there was a steady movement throughout Europe in 
the direction of Free Trade. 

5· The modern revival of Protection in Europe is intimately 
connected with the growth of militarism, which is the chief 
reason why European nations have ceased-to follow in the Free 
Trade footsteps of Great Britain. 

CHAPTER IV. 

II.LUSTRATIONS. 

SECTION III.-·THE UNITED STATES • F(lgt 48 

I. Difficulty of studying tariff: movements in the United 
States. 

2. The revolt of the American Coloni~s was largely a revolt 
against Protection. 

3. The tariffs from 1789 to 1861. 
4. Connection between .tariffs and prosperity. 
5. Conclusion: High tariffs have generally been the result 

of some morbid industrial condition. The recent growth of 
Protection is directly traceable to the Civil War. 

CHAPTER IV. 

ILLl'STRATIONS. 

SECTION IV.-THE RRITISH COLONIES 

I. The most deliberate repudiation of Free- Trade has 
occurred in the British Colonies. 

2. This is largely owing to the influence of Victoria, 
3. Which is now decreasing, owing to a decline in the com

parative importance of the colony. Protection in the other 
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colonies is mainly traceable to a desire to retaliate upon 
• Victoria. 

4. Protection in Canada originated partly in retaliation on 
the United States, and partly 

S. As a revenue measure,owing to the difficulty, with such 
a scattered popul;ltion, of devising any acceptatile system of 
direct taxation. 

6. The Revenue Question' in Australia. The tendency is 
for the rich men to become Protectionists in order to escape 
direct taxation. The struggle is becoming one between the 
classes and the masses. 

7. This was not the case in the Victorian struggle of 1866 
and onward, which began as a Democratic struggle against the 
large land-owners. Characteristics of the struggle. 

8. Summary. 
NOTE--Extract from" The Tariff on Trial," by Sir Richard 

Cartwright, 'N. Am. Refl., May, 1890' 

part II. 
PREPARING THE ARENA. 

CHAPTER I. 

DEHNITION OF FREE TRADE • Pace 73 

I. The revival of Protection not being the result of a new 
economic doctrine, but of indifference to the old, it is necessary 
to re-state the Free Trade case. . 

2. Free Trade may be used in several senses; but in this 
controversy it bears the limited meaning of "the absence of 
duties of a protective character." 

z. Illustrations of this from Mr. Cobden's speeches. 
4. Necessity for so :imiting the meaning of the term. 
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. CHAPTER IL 

Dm510~ OF THE AllGL'lIEYT ; P~77 

I. The issue between Protectionists and Free Traden is 
often obscured by neglect to obsen-e the distinction between 
tbe political and the economic arguments. whicb may be 
adduced on either side. -

2. Nature of the distinction between political and economic. 
3. The political argument considered and illustrated. 
4- Application to the tariff controversy. Economic argu

ments deal solely with the effect of a policy on the production 
of wealth; while the political arguments su~est other tests of 
its merits. 

s. The economic argument ought to be considered before 
the political, both because most of the political arguments in 
favour of Protection tacitly assume an economic basis, and 
because the economic result of a policy is always an important, 
and often the only, test of its political soundness. 

CHAPTER III. 

ECO~OllICS D"D POLITICS; OR, THE V ALt:E OF THE ECO:!r01UC 

AllGnlE~'. • r~ 8; 

I. The validity of any economic argument in a political 
discussion is sometimes denied. It is therefore necessary to 
consider the relation between politics and economics. 

2. The nature of economic assumptions. 
3. The assumption of the uni,'ersa!ity and dominance of 

self-interest is said to be unreal 
4- Consideration of this criticism. It is partly true; but 

it does not affect the nlidity of economic arguments when 
these are applied to discussions upon the best means of in
creasing mtural productiveness.. 
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5. Secondly, it is said "the term wealth is incapable of 
definition. " 

6. This criticism ignores the distinction between tbe pro
vinces of politics and economics. Moreover, it is not quite 
correct. Political economy does take some account of the 
differences in the kinds of wealth. 

7. Conclusion. Economic conclusions must be applied 
cautiously, and have only a limited range; but inasmuch as 
they concern the production of material wealth, no politician 
can discard them. Il!Iportance of wealtb to a modern indus
trial community. 

CHAPTER IV. 

ttoNOMICS AND THE TARIFF • FIZJ{e97 

t. Since a tariff is intended to directly affect national 
productiveness, tbe economic conclusions as to the best methods 
of production cannot be ignored, if the circumstances are such 
as to allow of economic conclusions being applied at all. Do 
tbe assumptions of political economy square with the facts of a 
tariff controversy ? 

2. The first postulate of economics as to the predominance 
of self-interest is not unreal in tariff discussions. A tariff is 
concerned directly witb the prodllCtion of wealth, and appeals 
entirely to the motive of self-interest. 

3. The second postulate of economics, as to the equality of 
tbe competing units, is also sufficiently true to· facts, wben tbe 
matter of consideration is tbe production of wealth. 

4- Nor does it lie in the moutbs of Protectionists to evade 
economic conclusions by asserting that tbe acquisition of 
wealth is of little importance as compared with its rigbt use. 
This may be true, but wben the material advancement of a 
country is the thing aimed at, the degree of national produc
tiveness is of primary importance. Besides, the political 

A 
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arguments in favour of Protection really postulate an economic 
basis. 

S. Summary. Full weight may be given to the objections 
against political economy without weakening the economic 
argument in favour of Free Trade. 

CHAPTER V. 

NATIONALIST ECONOMICS. • Pag~ 105 

. t. The consensus of scientific opinion against Protection 
has led to an attempt to frame a new systeF.l of economics'-

2. It must, however, be remembered that the term 
"economic," as used by nationalists, no longer connotes 
exclusively material wealth, but includes everything which 
has any relation to national well-being. This leads to the 
result that 

3. Economic investigation becomes historical and not 
deductive, and the tests of economic conformity alter. 

4. A science of this nature cannot answer the individualist 
conclusions. It may justify the passing of them by, but it 
does not meet them on the same plane, because it does 
not propose to consider the effect of a tariff upon wealth 
production. 

5. The fundamental difference between the new and the 
old system is that the former adopts the nation as the in
dustrial unit instead of the individual. 

6. The "science" tested by reference to its scope and 
method. No scientific results are possible from a "science" 
whose subject is "the comfort and happiness of a nation." 

7. The" science" further tested by its practical maxim:;. 

(a) National self-dependence :-Impossible in point of 
fact and not theoretically desirable. 
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(0) The duty of developing the productive powers of a 
nation, rather than increasing its wealth. 

8. Conclusion. The study has no claim to be considered 
a science, but is useful in its historical investigations and 
political suggestions. 

NOTE.-On the Characteristics of Nationalist Writers. 

CHAPTER VI. 

NATIONALIST ECONOMICS AND THE TARIFF • • rabe 129 

I. Further test of the so-called" science," by applying it to 
the tariff dispute. Materials. 

2. The argument stated. 
3. It rests on two assumptions-

(0) That manufacturing exceller.ce is more productive 
than rural skill of national intelligence and 
character. 

(0) That manufacturing excellence cannot be attained 
without Protection. 

But (a) is beside the mark at present, because-(i.) 
No country to-day is without- a high degree of 
manufacturing skill, and (ii.) Under: present con
ditions, country pursuits are more favourable than 
manufacturing to the cultivation of character and 
intelligence. 

4. (0) rests on the assumption that self-interest cannot be 
relied'" upon to establish profitable manufactures. The alleged 
reasons for this stated and considered. 

5. Conclusion: The so-called .. economic" case for Pro
tection is really a :.eries of doubtful political propositions. 

NOTE.-On Nationalists and Protection. 
A II 
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CHAPTER VII 

FJlE.E TJLU>& A...'" L.~SSEZ FAlItE • • Fa,rr 138 

I. Protection and Free Trade are almost always discussed 
with reference to their cognate political theories of socialism 
and Lai.ssez taire. 

2. Historical reasons of this: The negative character of 
Adam Smith's work was not at first perceived, and his doctrine 
of .. natural liberty.. was perverted to their own pwposes by 
the opponents of all remediallegisJation. 

3. Laissez Caire, however, is not a part of economic 
teaching. 

4- Free Traders, who believe in Laissez Caire, bare a logical 
ad,,·antage in arguing about Protection j but DO uguments 
which are based upon this maxim will e\"er convince. 

5. The extension of a rule of practice justified by Free Trade 
within its own province to another department of human 
activity is neither sonnd in theory nor possible in practice. 
The maxim of Laissez taire can De\"er be applied within the 
field of the distribution of wealth, both beause 

(a) The postulate of equality of the competing units is 
unreal 

(6) The political considerations would onrwbe!m anr 
economic conclnsions. 

6. The recognition of these truths 1I'aS veiy sloW'. But 
practical necessities gradually broke down the opposition which 
was fonnded upon .. Lai.sseZ Caire. .. 

7. Conclusion: The Free Trade argument is icdependent of 
any politicaI theory. 
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CHAPTER VIII. 

PROTECTION AND SOCIALISM • FtZp 159 

I. The po:itical arguments in fuour of Protection are 
at bottom socialistic. 

2. Some Free Traders (t.g., Professor Sumner) consider this 
10 be condemnatory of Protection. :Many Protectionists are 
inconsistent enough to denounce socialism. 

3. On the other -'hand, many Free Traders are ready to ' 
surport socialistic measures under certain circumstances, viz., 
prO\'ided that-{L) The end desired is on a balance of advan
tages and disadvantages found to be good. (ii.) That State 
action can achie\"e it. (iii.) That private enterprise cannot. 

Protection faIls to satisfy these three conditions of legiti
mate State action. 

Non'_-The limits of State interference. 

ian III.'-
THE ECONOMIC ARGUMENT. 

CHAPTER I. 

FREE TRADE AND PRODUCTION • Page 165 

I. The material prosperity of a country must in the long 
run depend upOn its capacity to produce wealth. 

2. Free Trade increases national productiveness by applying 
the principle of division of employment on a large scale. 

Under Free Trade, men choose their own occupations. 
I~ then, some industries are not followed. this is a sign that 
they are believed to be less profitable than others. 
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CHAPTER II. 

PROTECTION AND PRODUCTION • Page 167 

Protection lessens the power to produce in "three ways :-
(i.) Under Protection men are attracted by the pro

mise of State aid from the industries they would 
naturally follow if left to themselves, into others 
from which, if left to themselves, they would ho~d 
aloof. 

Protection, therefore, diminishes natural productiveness by' 
attracting capital and labour from the more to the less profit
able occupations. 

This source of loss, however, will be avoided if the new 
industries are started with imported labour and capital. 

(ii.) A second cause of diminution in the national 
productiveness arising from Protection is the loss 
of wealth which is occa3ioned by the necessity of 
providing a fund, out of which the profits in the 
protected industries may be made equal to those 
of the national industries. 

(iii.) A third loss arises from the decrease in the pur
chasing power of the customer, arising from the 
increase of prices occasioned by -protective duties. 

CHAPTER III. 

FREE TRADE AND PRICES • Pa,re 173 

I. The complaint against Free Trade of causing an exces
sive cheapness is due to a misconception of the effect of low 
prices .on production. 

2. A low level of prices may be due to one or more of 
three causes, viz. :....,.... 

(i.) To a lessened cost of production. 
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(ii.) To a decreased power of consumption. 
(iii:) To a scarcity of gold. 

xxiii 

The cheapness which w:lS the chief characteristic of Ute 
recent industrial depression arose from all three causes. 

3. Free Trade lowers prices by cheapening the processes 
of production; of this sort of cheapness there can ne,"er be 
too much, because every fall in prices arising from this cause 
only, must stimulate demand. 

4- Free Trade, besides lowering prices, also steadies them: 
(0) By widening the area of production. 
(b) By widening the area of consumption. 
(c) By giving a more accurate knowledge of the state 

of markets. 

5" Free Trade canr.ot, however, prevent commercial crises. 
or the disastrous falls in prices which accompany ccmmercial 
crises. 

CHAPTER IV. 

PROTECTION AND PRICES • rage 181 

I. The argument of the preceding chapters rested on the 
unexpressed assumption that Protection raised prices. 

2. Although this is sometimes denied, Protection must 
raise prices or else it fails to protect. 

3. Protection may have been supposed not to raise prices 
owing to-

(i.) The fact that prices generally ha,"e fallen all over 
the world . . 

(iq That a later effect of Protection is often to reduce 
particular prices by encouraging an excessive in
ternal competition. 

4- The tendency of J'rotection to lower prices when the 
supply has exceeded the demand of the home market 
generally checked by trusts, pools. and other foms of com 
bination. 
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CHAPTER V. 

FR.EE TRADE AND WAGES • rtlgr 187 

I. Wages are the labourer's share of the product. 
2. Free Trade acts on wages by improving the efficiency of 

labour. 
3. First objection to this view-TAal romplilion hht .. un" 

allUflry of Aigll fl'OgFS tlll'/OIU of /qw fl'(Jg~S, fends 10 dprtss lire 
'{lIe of lite former 10 Iltal of '''t laltN'. . 

4- The fallacy of this lies in comparing the rate of wages 
with the Iabour-cost of production. 

S. Second objection-1l.zt Frte Trolll"e depresses 'll'oges 10 
I"t profil qf rtnl. This can only be the case when Free Trade 
acts as a di~couragement of industrial nriety. The case uf 
Ireland considered. 

6. The objection is theoretically sound under some circum
stances, but these circumstances are in practice non-eDstent. 
Free Trade does not, in fact, discourage industrial variety j 
nor, if it did, is Protection the best remedy. 

7. Free Trade also steadies wages. Importance of this. 

CHAPTER VI. 

PROT£CfION AND WAGES. • p":,~ 204 

I. Protection affects wages by diminishing the efficiency of 
labour. 

2. The allegations to the contrary refer to the influence of 
Protection in encouraging new industries. Consideration 01 
this deferred. 

CHAPTER YIL 
DO HIGH PR.ICES WAKE HIGH WAGES? • • P"r4207 

I. Consideration of the Protectionist argument that em-
ployment is better than cheapness. 

2. This really rests on the assumption that .. high prices 
make high wages." 
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3. This assumption is unlikely to be true on Ii priori 
grollnds. 

4- It is also unsupported by evidence, and is contradicted 
by the records of six centuries of English industrial history, 
and by a comparison between wliges in New South Wales and 
Victoria. -' 

s. If Protection were limited to one trade, it might cause 
a temporary rise of tlages in that trade. 

6. Even if a rise occur in nominal wages, real wages may 
remain unaltered. 

7. Protectionists, however, advocate "all·round" PIo
tection. 

8. This is impossible. 
9- The argument that .. high prices make high wages" is 

inconsistent with the argument that Protection lowers prices. 

CHAPTER VIII. 

DOES MORE WORK: MEAN MORE MONEY? • Page 221 

I. Sutement of the Protectionist argument, which is really 
rather an allegation of fact. 

Whether employment is better than cheapness is a question 
of evidence. Protectionists make th.e statement, but fail to 
support it by facts. 

2. Discussion of the Protectionist theory of the importance 
.. of employment. " The question is not "Whether Protection 
causes an increase of employment in this or that trade?" but 
" Whether it causes an increase all round? " 

Now, since the admitted object and elTect of Protection is 
to cause something to be made ill one country which, in a state 
of freedom, would be made in another, Protection must cause 
a waste of labour. 

3. But labour which is wasted cann~t be " source of 
wealth. 
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The question to be considered. iii not whether Protection 
gives employment, but lThether the employment which it gives 
is more productive than that which it destroys. 

Illustration from the kerosene industry of New South Wales, 
showing that Protection is a most costly form of outdoor relief. 

4. The fallacy of the Protectionist argument lies in the 
assumption that the per50ns who are employed in protected 
trades would be unemployed, if there were no Protection. 

This assumption, however, cannot be true, generally; since 
in so far as Protectioh causes unnecessary labour, must it 
diminish the labour available for productive employment. 

Protection changes the nature of employment, but does not 
increase the total. 

Illustration from Canadian trade. 
5. The foregoing conclusions are conceivably open to 

qualifications in practice; it' is, . hOlTever, most questionable 
whether 'under any circumstances Protection is a good mea·ns 
for giving State assistance to the labour market. 

Whatever employment is given by Protection must be given 
at the expense of others. ' 

Protection is thus only a form of legalised plunder, and 
those who benefit by it are, in reality, the recipients of public 
charity.' 

13art XV. 

THE POLITICAL ARGUMENT IN FAVOUR OF 
PROTECTION. 

CHAPTER I. 

THE ARGUMENTS CLASSIFIED • Pelge 237 

I. All the political arguments are reducible on analysis to 
one of four, viz. :-

J..a) The Infant Industry Argument. 
<l» The Variety of Industry Argument. 
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(c) The Home Market Argument. 
(d) The Pauper Labour Argument. 

xxvii 

2. These have had a distinct historic sequence and con
nection, both in America and Australia. 

CHAPTER II. 

THE INFANT INDUSTRY ARGUMENT. • Page24[ 

I. The argument stated. 
2. Its assumption is, that a time will come, when the young 

industry can stand alone. 
3. Test of this assumption by the taJiff changes of the 

United States, with special reference to the cotton and iron 
industries. 

4. And by the tariff changes of Victoria. 
5. These tests lead to the conclusion ~C fact, that the 

infants never grow up. 
6. The assumption tested by theory: It ignores the weak

ness of human nature, and overlooks both the natural and the 
artificial inter-depend~nce oC trades. 

7. Conclusion: Protection can be established oonly for a 
time o; nor can it be limited to specific industries. 

CHAPTER III. 

tHE DIVERSIFICATION OF INDUSTRY ARGUMENT. • Fage 259 

I.-THE ARGUMENT STATED. 

I. The origin of the argument is partly the sentiment of 
national sufficiency, and partly the economic conditions of 
a young country. 

0\ 
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2. The assumptions of the argument are--(i.) That there is 
in fact no sufficient diversity; (ii.) That sufficient diversity 
cannot be obtained without Protection; (iii) That Protection 
is a less evil than want of diversity. 

3· Admission that diversity of industry is desirable. 
4· :Method of argument. \\'kIt has to be proved. 

IL-THE ARGl"lIENT TESTED BY FACfS. 

5. Has any country in fact suffered (rom want of diversity? 
6. Instance of America under the Colonial system. 
7. Instance ofthe industrial growth of the Western States. 
8. Instance of the industrial growth of Victoria. 

ilL-THE ARGL'ME.'"T TESTE.D IlY THEORY. 

9. It is theoretically most improbable that any country 
should suffer from industrial uniformity, if capital accumulates 
and population increases. 

10. The conditions of manufacturing success are-

(II) A large and concentrated population, .hich Free 
Trade is at least as likely to give as Protection. 

(0) Abundance of capital, .hich Free Trade is more 
likely to gi,'e. 

IY.-THE OTHEII. SIDE OF THE Qt:ESTlON. 

II. There are certain natural limits to di,-ersificatioo, .hich 
cannot be passed without great risk. 

12. The cost of dh-ersification may be excessive. 
13· The argument can never be used as a general defence 

of protective policy. 
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CHAPTER IV. 

'fUE HOME MARKET ARGUMENT. • Page 286 

1. The economic basis of the argument is the fallacy that 
home trade is more profitable than foreign. 

2. Political supports to the arIDlment are-
(a) The dread of war, \\'hich is the only logical basis 

of Protection. 
(6) The idea that foreign trade is more precarious than 

home. List's views stated and examined. 
(c) The idea that the home market causes land to be 

profitably put to new uses. 
(d) The idea that a home market increases the number 

of customers. This is really an appeal to the 
farmer to suhsidise persons to buy his products. 

(e) The idea first propcunded by Mr. Hoyt, that the 
home market enables the requirements of a com
mimity for manufactured goods to be fully supplied. 
This ignores the danger of an over-supply. 

3. The theory of the argument is opposed at every point 
by facts. . 

CHAPTER V. 

THE PAUPER LABoUR ARGUMENT. • Pace 302 

t. Increasing importance of this argument. 
2. 'Vhat is II pauper" labour? Difficulty of getting accurate 

information about wages: necessity of limiting comparison to 
specific trades in specific places. 

3. Nevertheless, for the sake of argument, it may be 
admitted that wages are higher in a young than an old 
community. 

4. The argument can only apply to those industries which 
are exposed to foreign competition. These are chiefly handi
craftS. 
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s. The price of goods does not depend upon the rate of 
wages, but upon the cost of labour. 

6. ~ince the "cost of labour" depends upon the natural 
and the acquired efficiency of the labourer, and since a 
labourer is both more intelligent and more assisted by nature 
and ma.chinery in a young than in an old country, the cost of 

labour is likeiy to be less in the former than the latter, -except 
in the lowest and most degrading forms of handicraft, which it 
is undesirable to introduce into a young country. 

7. The argument is also inconsistent with the- theory that 
Protection lowers prices. 

8. It is incapable of any just application, because a scale of 
duties would be required varying according to the rate of wages 
paid in every competing community. -

9. Protection is generally demanded against high-waged 
countries. 

10. But a low labour cost makes a high rate of wages. 
II. Free Trade is more favourable than Protection to a low 

labour cost. 
o 12. Protection hastens a fall in wages. 

CHAPTER VI. 
'}:HE COST OF PROTECTION • P"l,-e 32J 

I. The only way to completely meet Protectionist ~rgu' 
ments is to treat the question as one of expediency; granted 
that Protection will do all_that is claimed for it, is not the price 
too high? 

2. Protection i:; an economic evil, because it is always 
a waste of productive power. 

3. It is a political _ evil, because it causes inequality and 
corruption, and destroys the value of self-reliance. 

4. It is a social evil, because it is antagonistic to progress. 
S. It is a moral evil in its operation both abroad and at home. 
6. Conclusion. 
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APPENDICES 

I. Rates of wages in the ~otton, woollen, worsted, and iron 
industries oC Great Britain since 1830. . Page 337 

II. Examination of Mill's Defence of Protection in young 
countries. 
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and of Victoria 

• Page 343 
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APPENDIX I. ---TABLES OF WAGES IN THE ENGLISH COTTON, 'WOOLLEN, 
\VORSTED, AND IRON TRADES.· 

IN order to illustrate the statements in Chapter IV., Part I., relating 
to the diffusion of wealth in Great Britain, some tables' are sub
joined, exhibiting the fluctuations in the wages of the four principal 
English Industries-the Cotton, Woollen, Worsted, and Iron 
manufactures-since 1830. The figures are extracted from the 
Reports issued by the Board of Trade, under. the. title" Miscel
laneous Statistics of the United Kingdom." Unfortunately, these 
reports contain very little evidence upon:which positive conclusions 
can be based. They contain, it is true, a good deal of miscellaneous 
information about wages; but they appear at irregular intervals, 
and their information 'is exhibited on miscellaneous principles of 
inconvenience and confusion. In one report an industry is 
scheduled by. itself, which in the next is lost among a mass of 
details of the state of trade in certain dist~icts. Sometimes wages 
are estimated by the hour, sometimes by .the week, and sometimes 
by the piece. Upon occasions the employments of workmen are' 
distributed; while upon others an industry is treated as a whole, 
and its rate of wages is expressed in averages; and, not unfre
quently, an important trade, the condition of which has -been 
described for several years with. a most useful fulness, drops out 
entirely from the record, never to appear again. I . 

But, in spite of the impaired value of such ill-arranged statistics, 
the figures are useful up to a certain point for purposes of com
parison ; and, in respect of the four great industries already named, 
they have been presented with some approach to illi uniform 
method. These trades together give employment to about one
half of the working-class, so that the varying rate of wages paid 
in them during the last. thirty years will indicate an approximate 
answer to the question-" Whether wages il) England have on the 
whole risen or decreased?" 

A.-WAGES IN THE COTTON INDUSTRY. 

The wages paid in the Cotton industry are particularly valuable 
indications of the rates in other trades, both because for the last 

I These deficiencies have been remedied of late years; but the .. emarh. 
apply to the years over which these figures have been taken. 

w 
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forty years that industry has maintained the same pOSItion ot 
importance, and because it has also, during that time, been singu
larly free from any disturbing fluctuation in the number of hands 
employed.1 This is mainly owing to the gradual introduction of 
machinery, by which, in spite of the great increase in the production 
of cotton goods, the necessity for employing more labour has been 
avoided. 

In examining the fluctuations, it is convenient to adopt a rough 
division 'of the Cotton operatives into four classes, according to 
the degree of skill required in their several occupations. 

In the first class would. come the overlookers and superior 
artisans in each department, together with those spinners who, 
according to the number of spindles each man can manage, would 
be classed above No .. 100 in the technical language of the factory, 
The bulk of the adult males would fall into the second class, as 
being spinners and weavers of average skill 'Women should be 
ranked alone as a third ' class; and, for greater clearness, the 
wages of children under sixteen should also be considered separately, 

The subjoined Tables.are an l!-ttempt to carry out this principle 
of division. 
,TABU: SHOWING THE FLUCTUATIONS IN THE AVERAGE RATE OF 

WEEKLY WAGES PAID TO PERSONS EMPLOYED IN THE COTTON 
TRADE DURING THE YEARS 1839-77 IN MANCHESTER AND THE 
NEIGHBOURHOOD :-

___ o_cc_u_p_a_'iO_D_. ___ r ,839· I~_I ,859, ['87~ __ ,_8_77_'_ 
rST CLASS. I 

Superior Operatives. s. d. s. do ISo d. s. d. s. s.. d. s. s, tI. s. d. 
(i.) Overlookers .. . '124 0 to 25 028 0 28 /30 0 to 45 30 0 to 45- 0 
(ii.) Skilled spinners, above I I 

. No. 100 •• 140 ot045 0'36 ot040 040t04545 ot05045 010S5 0 
(iii.) Engineers . . .. 24 0 28 0 30 42 0 58 3 

2ND CLASS. I 
Unskilled Operatives. 

~h~) S~~::~h~~eIQw .~o. I~~I:~ : to 25 
(iii.) Strippers and grinders III 0 to 13 

o 21 0 23 to is 4.2 0 40 0 
18 0 18 24 0 a8 0 

0,12 0 to 13 012 to 13 2.2 0 to 23 21 0 
IS 0 15 19 6 18 9 

3RD CLASS. 
Women. 

(iv.) Labourers .. . '1'5 0 

(i.) Carding Department .. 6 6 to 1 6 6 6 to 8 6 7 to 91I 0 to 1°116 
Cii.) Doublers .. .. 7 0 7 6 9 1100 to 13 13 
(iii.) Weaving '_'I~~ y~ 0 9 0 to 16 0 xo to.20 12 

Weeklyhoursoflabour.. 69 I-~- --I~i--5-9-1 

6 '0 ,8 
o 
o to 24 0 

I The number of hands employed ill all branches of the Cott'on trade is 
given at 420.000 for 1874. and in 1840 it was eSlimated at 400,000. 
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It appears from these Tables that in the year 1839 the wages 
of the highest paid overlooker, in any department, was 25s. for a week 
of sixty-nine hours, which is twelve hours a day, with nine hours on 
Saturday for a half-holiday. Ten years later-after Free Trade
his wages had risen to 285., and his hours of work had been re
duced to sixty in the week. Since that date there has been a steady 
improvement in wages, together with a further reduction in the 
hours of work. The lowest paid overlooker now gets more for fifty
six and a half hours' work than the best paid overlooker received in 
1849 fOTSixty hours; while the remuneration of the more skilled over
lookers has increased more than fifty per cent. in the same period. 
The increase in the wages of the engineers is even more remark
able. They have more than doubled in the last thirty' yearS. 
The skilled spinners-after a temporary fall, through the introduc
tion of machinery-are also better off than they were. Those who 
are the least skilled among them are paid higher for less work, and 
the rewards open to them for a higher exercise of skill are con
siderably increased. Even the class of unskilled labourers, 
whose progress, as already noted in the text,. is generally slower, 
have, in some cases, doubled their wages il.l the same thirty years ; 
although, with reference tei this class, it should not be forgotten 
that many of its members are constantly pushing forward into 
better paid employments, and that it is also being constantly re
cruited from below by those who, in former days, would have lived 
as paupers or vagabonds. 

The figures which show the wages p~id to women need no 
further explanation. They will show, with ·sufficient clearness, 
how low is the market value of woman's labour, and how little 
has been done to raise that \·alu~ by -intelligent and power
ful combination. Unlike men, women are not yet paid by 
reference to any standard of class comfort, but are conten~ 
with any pittance 'which may increase the family resources, 
however insufficient that may be, by itself, to keep one person 
in a position of health and decency. By such ill-judged 
economy, they only depress the general labour market, without 
obtaining for themselves independence or security; so that they 
tempt men, who are heedless of the impossibility of bringing 
women back to a state of subjection, to clamour for their ex
clusion from male employments. 

I Sa page J05-

W:% 



TABLE OF \YEEKLY WAGES PAID IN THE WOOLLE!'! TRADl!: A,T LEEDS AND HU'DDERSI'IET.D, THE FIGURES FROM 

1!i35 TO 1361 ARE OF THE WAGES PAil) AT LEEDS, THOSEFROM 1866 TO 1879 OF THOSE PAID AT 

HUDDERSFIELD, 

--
I 

18S5 to 1856 to I 1850, 

I 
1861. 1866. 1867-8. 1874- r877· 1857. 1858. I 

I 
SKILLED PERSO!'S. 

30/- to 36:- t 30'- to 36 '-1St Class-O,'erlookers ... 30/- to 35/- 35'- to 40/- Seenote. See note: 
, 

",nd Class-Mule spinners ... 22/- 28/- 28/- 28'- 18/- to 30.'- 18/- to 30/- 28/- 35/-

,3rd Class-Sorters --- --- 19/- 24/- 24/- 24/- 22:- to 32/-' 22/- to 32/- 28/- 26/-

LABOURERS 
OR OI'ERATIVES. 

1St Class-Scourers _ .. ... 
{ 15/9 to 

16/- to 20;- 16/- to 20/- 16/- to 20/- 16/- to 21/- 16/6 to 21 - 21/- ~41-

Dyers 28/- le/- to 18/- 16/- to 18/- 16/- to 18/- 15/- to 22/- 15/- to 22/- 21/: 24,'· ... ---
2nd Oass-~Vea"ers ... ..- IS/- IS -, IS/- IS/- 18/-t023/6 18/-to 23'6 26/- 26/-

NOTE_-The wages of overlookers are not given beyond 1861. The highest skilled labour in the trade after that 

~te is paid between 50S. and 60S. 

c.> 
.j:o. 
o 

~ 
b 
:;; 
~ 
:;: 
t-. 

~ 
r" 
r" 
b 

~ 



TABLE OF WEEII:LY 'VAGES PAID AT BRADFORD IN THE 'YORSTED MANUFACTURE. 

Occupation. I 1835-7. 1858. 1860. 1861. 1863. I 1866. I 1867-8. I 1874. 

----
CLASS I. 

OverIookers ... . .. I8/-t027/- 2I/-t027/- 28/-to .. o/- 28/- t0 40/- 28/- t0 40/- 35/- 30/-

Warehousemen ... I4/-to 27/- I4/- t027/- 15/- to 35/- 15/- to 35/- 15/- to 35/-

Heads of Depart-
ments of Dye 
Houses ... . .. 20/- 20/- 50/- 30/-toso/-

Average Average Average Average 
Engine Tenters ... 30/- t0 36/- 30/- t0 36/- 3'/- 32/- 32/- 40/- 28/- to 35/- .8/- t0 3S/-

, CLASS 2. 

Weavers ... . .. I4/- to 24/- 12/- to 16/- 12/- to 16/- 1./- to 16/- 18/- 20/-t02I/-

Dyers ... . .. . .. 14/-1024/- 14/- to 2 .. /- . 20/- 20/- 20/- 18/- 20/-

Wool Sorters ... IS/-.tO 25/- 18/- to 27/- .0/-t02"/3 20/-tO 24/3 '4/-to 24/3 28/- 28/-

CLASS 3. 

'Vool Washers ... II/6tOI8/- 14/- to 18/- 14/2 tOI8/- IS/-to 18/- 15/- to 18/- . 16/6 17/6 . r.6/- to r8/-

I 1877. 

29/- t0 34/-

30/- t0 40/-

18/- to 2./-

18/-t026/-

31/-

17/- to 19/-

~ 
~ 
~ 
~, 

"'" .j>. ... 



--

Table Knives (fine) ... 

Scissors (fine) .o" ... 

Edge Tools (best) ... 

Table Knives (common) 

Scissors (common) ... 

STEEL MAKERS. 

Converters ... ... 

Converters' Labourers 

TABLE OF WEEKLY WAGES PAID DI THE IRON TRADE OF SHEFFIELD" 

I 1840. 1850.1 1860. 1861. 1863. 1866. 1868. 
1 

1871. 11874. 
I 

1 ... 40/- 40/- 42/- 42/- 42/- i 

... 23/- 28/- 24/6 24/6 
I 

24/6 

I 
32 /-

... 29/- 3216 36/- 36/- 36/- 3I/- t036/- 3I/- t0 36/-1 
I 

I ... 22/-1 27/- 18/- to 24/- Reduced to ~o Advance of 28/- 28(- 36/-
per. cent. In 8 to 10 per 
consequence 0 cent. I 

22/6 to 25/6 American War. 20/-tO 30/- 20/-tO 30/-1 20/-. .. 

36/- 37/-
I .. . "r ~ .,/- "/-~ <"/-1 3"/- "35/- i 

... 18/- 18/- IS/.tO 21/-
1 

I8/-to 21/- 19/- t 20/-

No figures are gi"en for Sheffield wages beyond 1874 

tH ... 
to 
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APPENDIX II. --
J. S. MILL AND PROTECTION. 

THE idea that the abnormal economic circumstances of a young 
country justify the imposition of Protective duties is sometimes 
supposed by Protectionists to have approved itself to no less 
eminent a thinker than John Stuart Mill. Indeed, much of the 
Protectionist argument from natural difficulties is professedly 
adopted from one passage in the writings of this economist. As 
this passage has been so much misunderstood, it will be well to 
quote it in full before entering upon any criticism of Mr. Mill's 
views. 

"The only case," says he, "in which, on mere principles .of 
political economy, protecting duties can be defensible, is when they 
are imposed temporarily (especially in a young and rising nation) 
in hopes of naturalising a foreign industry in itself perfectly 
suitable to the circumstances of the country. The superiority of 
one country over another in a branch of production often arises 

• only from haloing begun it sooner. There may be no inherent 
ad"ar,tage on one part or disadvantage on the other, but only a 
present superiority of acquired skill and experience. A country 
which has this skill and experience yet to acquire may, in other 

. respects, be better adapted to the production than those which 
were earlier in the field; and, besides, it is a just remark that 
nothing has a greater tendency to promote improvements in any 
branch of production than its trial under a new set of conditions. 
But it cannot be expected that individuals, at their own expense, 
or, rather, at their certain loss, would introduce a new manufacture, 
and bear the burden of carrying it on until the producers have been 
educated up to. the level of those with whom the processes are 
traditional A protecting duty continued for a reasonable time 
will sometimes be the least inconvenient mode in which the nation 
can tax itself for the support of such an experiment. But the Pro
tection should be confined to cases in which there is good ground 
of assurance that the industry which it fosters will, after a time, be 
able to dispense with it; nor should the domestic producers ever 
be allowed. to expect that it will be continued to them beyond the 
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time necessary fOT a fair trial of what thCOY are capable of 
accomplishing." 

As this passage has been so often misinterpreted to convey an 
approval of the Protective policy in America and Australia, it may 
be well to set out clearly'B-t starting what are the conditions under 
which Mill thinks Protection might be justifiable. They are four 
in number:-

(I) Where the tariff is imposed to start a new industry. 
(2) Where such industry is plainly suitable to the 

country. 
(3) Where it is only the want of erperience on the part of 

either labourer or capitalist which deters individuals from 
running the risk of establishing the industry. 

(4) Where' there is 'good reaso.n to believe that the fostered 
industry will soon be able to stand alone. 

It is not an excessive admission that in such a case" Protection 
might be one mode n in which a nation c~uId tax itself in support 
of an industrial experiment. - Mill's error lay in thinking that it 
could ever be "the le~t inconvenient mode" of raising such a tax. 
The error of those that quote Mill lies in not perceiving that his 
observations only apply to the cases in which "the conditions which. 
he requires are present, and that in these cases he only contem
plates giving Protection during that short interval in the history of 
an industry between the first production of an article and the time 
when the home manufacturer is able to compete with his foreign 
rival both in quality and quantity. In .the whole history of the 
Protective movement in America and Australia it is, I believe, 
impossible to cite a si\1gle industry, the circumstance of which 
would have justified Protection according to the canons laid down 
by Mr. Mill. 

Even, however, if it be granted that the condition of things 
conceived by Mr. Mill, is theoretically possible,' it cannot be too 
strongly insisted upon'that Protection is the most wasteful, unjust, 
and inconvenient methqd of Government assistance. 

In the first place, wh~tever aid it gives comes too late; because 
it cannot be of service in\ starting an industry, whatever advantages 
it may give after the in~ustry is set going. Take, for instance, 
Mill's imaginary case of 'an industry which is delayed by want of 
skilled labour. This laboJr must either be imported from abroad 
or treated at home bv instTllction : and in neither case is the 
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object sought for immediately' furthered by Protective duties. It 
would be better for the Government either to pay the passages o( 
the imported labourers, if immigration were necessary, or to bear 
the cost of giving the required instruction to a sufficient number 
of home labourers. Either of these methods of aid would be 
directed immediately to the 'objec.t aimed at, and would be free 
from the grave objection to which Protection is open, of placing 
difficulties in the way of every industry which requires to make use 
of the Protected article. In fact; it must be plain that Protective 
duties can be of no advantage until the producers ha\:e begun to 
make the article; but none the less they lay a heavy burden on the 
community from the first day on which they are collected; while 
the benefits which they confer at a later stage in the history of an 
industry-after it has been started, but before it is able to hold its 
own-are open to the further objections that they come too late and 
are scattered indiscriminately upon those wno may deserve them 
and those who certainly do not. 

The founder of a new industry in a young'country does un
uoubtedly confer a benefit upon the whole community at his own 
personal expense and risk; so that it may be sometimes desirable, 
in the cases which Mr. Mill has put, th:t Government should 
encourage men to make experiments in new industrial ventures. 
But of all,modes of giving this encouragement, Protection is the 
most ill-advised, being at once unjust and unsuccessful. The help -
which it gives comes after the time of difficulty has gone by, and 
is given with equal readiness both to the enterprising originator of 
the industry and every one who rushes into the business upon the 
strength of his experience. By this competition prices are certain 
to be reduced, until the originator of the' industry may lose the 
advantages of the monopoly, which was created as his reward 
If Government aid. is really required, either as a stimulus to new 
experiments or a reward for successful ones, it ought to take a 
form which will give the benefit with as much discrimination as 
possible to those who deserve it, and with as little hardship as 
possible to the mass of the consumers. Either the payment of a 
money sum by way of bonus for the first production of the required 
article at home, or the granting of an allowance to the originator 
of an industry to enable him to sell his goods at market rates 
during his temporary inability to compete with the foreigner, or, 
the letting of a Government contract at a non-competitive rate....,. 
would serve the double purpose of reward and encouragement 
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IIlIIdL Ia a smaIl CCMlIltry BeY iDd1lStries mnst be 011 a sm.Jll 
5l:ale; aDd JIG luge expeDditme •• hetha-~ ~'""e 
be extetllded u wit.hhc!Id,. -.oWoi 1e requUed to flElb.vk 1!pJIl tbe 
o~bI sta.,""tS of a _ .. iOOllIStry. C~. we l!Lly 
watchnaydem;mdbrStatew nth __ th.:ua~~ 
with.xrt beiDg bllllted by any sentimell.bI br lest ia rrot~..stg 
the State pmse ag3iDsl the nids cl inteRSted perstl8S we :an: 
delayiItg the dftdopment of our CCWltry. Healthy nterprises 
and profibbk trades are sme to be deve:k.~ w~ ~ ; 
while if then: be any B:l1m"al indlZSttywhidt ought to st:ut at fJI!l«'. 

and is paft!lted by the w;mt of G€wemmmt ~ the 
tltli:Stioa m!15t be still ~ whether it is DOt betta" to bse 
the iadastry thaa to CIlter GIl the: peribzs patlI of Sate aid. 



A P PEN D I X I II. -
COMPARISON B£TV'-EEl!' THE RESPECTIVE RATES OF PROGRESS 

OF Nn/' SoUTH 'VALES AND VICTORIA SINCE 1866. 

§ I. THE risk of pressing too £u any argument, which rests upon a 
comparison between the condition of different countries, has been 
amady alluded to in these pages, and attention has been called to 
the passage in which Mr. Giffen points out, with admirable lucidity, 
the requisites uuder which alone any such comparison is admis
Sible. These n:quisites exist more nearly as betweeD New South 
Wales and Victoria than between any other countries, so that, if 
the argument &om comparison is ere!' admissible, it" will be in 
their case. Both of them are young countries, and are inhabited 
by JueU of the same race, speech, and training: capital and labour 
oscillate freely betweeD them: both use substantiaIly the same 
methods and forms of government: while, against the larger terri
tory of New South Wales may be set the· superio£ climate and 
easier development of its southern neighbour. Whatever may be 
the balance of the natural advantages, whether of climate or p0pu

lation, is on the side on~lCtoria, whose compact, fertile, and weII
watend territory gaiued for it, on its fim discovery, the weII
desen-ed title of Australia Fe1ilL The striking and ultimate point 
of difference betweeu the two countries is their fiscal policy. Since 
1866 \~lCtOria has Ji\-ed under a system of gradoaIly iucnasiug 
Protection, while the policy of New South Wales has beeJI, in the 
main, ODe of Free Trade. According to all Protectionist theory 
VICtoria sbonId be prosperous and New South WaleS distressed; 
there should be variety and growth in the one country, stagnation 
in the other. At least the progress of VICtoria ought to ha\"e been 
more rapid than that of New South Wales, because she has added 
to the natural advantages ,..hich she amady enjoyed, the artificial 
benefits ,..hich are claimed for a Protective tari1[ 

I~ in fact, neither of these conclusions is correct, and, ,..hile 
both countries ha\""e been phenomenally prosperous, New South 
Wales has prospered the most, one of two coudosions is inevit
able--namely, either that a:rtain special influences ha\"e caused 
the more rapid progress of New South Wales which were not felt 
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in Victoria, or that Protection has retarded instead of assisted the 
development of Victoria's natural superiority. 

§ ,2. Writers of all schools admit that activity in certain depart
ments of national life is a fair indication of prosperity and progress. 
It is, for instance, generally allowed that an increase in popula
tion, a development of agricultural and manufactUring industry, a 
growth of foreign commerce, an increase in shipping, or an 
improvement in the public revenue, are all signs of health 
and well-being; and that a concurrence 'of such symptoms 
over a lengthened period indicates an increase in material 
wealth. 

Accepting these tests of progress, our comparison proceeds 
thus: first, we examine the position of the t\vo Colonies as regards 
population, foreign commerce, shipping, agriculture, manufac
tures, and revenue, at the time when both of them adhered to 
Free Trade; from which we find that, according to all these indi-

_ cations of prosperity, Victoria was then very much the better off: 
In 1866 she outnumbered New South Wales in population by 
200,000 souls: her foreign commerce was larger by £8,300,000 : she 
had a greater area of land under' cultivation: her manufactures were 
well established, while those' of New South Wales were few and 
insignificant: she was abead in shipping, and her revenue was 
greater by one-third. 

Passing next to the years which follow 1866, we observe that 
New South Wales gradually bettered her position in every 
province of national activity, and, that, as the fetters of Protection 
became tighter, Victoria re,ceded in the race. She gave way first 
in the' department of forei611 commerce, next in population, 
shipping, and revenue, until, in 1887, she maintained her old 
superiority in agriculture alone. 

From this accumulation of facts-and not from anyone of 
them-we inf.er that the rate of progress in New South Wales 
under Free Trade has been greater than that of Victoria under 
Protection; and we use this fact (without at present claiming the 
credit of it for Free Trade, or seeking for its explanation) as one, 
which, whatever its explanation may be, is proof by itself that the 
Protectionist dogma as to the inability of a young country under 
any circumstances to make rapid progress without Protection 
is contrary to experience. "Either prosperity in a Free 
Trade country, or distress in a .Protectionist country, is," as 
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Professor Summer, has said, " fatal to the Protectionist 
theory." 

§ 3. Having established our facts, we next seek to explain 
them; and in doing so have first to consider. the various explana
tions offered by Protectionists. These are three in number. 
First, they say that the comparison between New South Wales 
and Victoria ought not to be made, because the conditions of the 
two countries are not similar; and they specially insist upon the 
earlier, foundation and the larger territory of the Free Trade 
Colony. This argument we meet by a plea in confession and 
avoidance, to drop for a moment into the apt language of the 
lawyer's art; the facts may be admitted, but the use which is made 
of them must be contested. We shall have to show that whatever 
advantages the circumstances referred to may give to New South 
Wales are more than compensated for by other advantages 
peculiar to Victoria. 

The second argument by which Protectionists atte\npt to 
depreciate the significance of the New Soulh Wales superiority is 
by insisting that her growth is due to certaillspecial causes-such 
as the expenditure of borrowed money, and the sale of public 
lands-which have no connection with the fiscal dispute. Here, 
again, the facts will be' admitted, and it will be conceded that both 
these and other causes have contributed most materially to the 
rapid progress of New South Wales. But it will also be shown 
that whatever influences besides Free Trade have aided New 
South Wales, have also aided Vicforia with even greater intensity. 
Thus, the very facts which are advanced as a disparagement will 
be used as further evidence of the efficacy of a Free Trade 
policy. 

Having thu,> sketched the outline of the argument which 
follows, we are in a position to enter upon the details with less 
risk of confusion. 

POPULATION. 

The first element of greatness to a young country is population. 
A new land needs to be developed by strong arms, and everywhere 
cries aloud £01- men. It is true that congestions in the labour market 
occur at times in Australia as elsewhere, but they must not be taken 
as an indicatIOn of over,population. Every new country contains 
a residuum of criminals and ne'er-do-weels who, from one cause or 
another, are unfit for work; while Australia possesses, In addition, a 
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class of genuine lazaaroni, whose dislike of any steady occupa
tion is encouraged by a genial climate and a reckless system of 
public and private almsgiving. During the greater part of the 
year the shelter of a roof at night is neither requisite nor comfort
able; while for the inclement season, food and lodging can be had 
in every capital either gratuitously or for a minimum of work. 
Besides this voluntary pauperism, there is in every Colony a certain 
element of casually employed persons, consisting of artisans and 
clerks, who experience real suffering in times of depression, from 
inability or unwillingness to leave the cities and seek new kinds of 
occupation in the country. Still, after making every allowance for 
temporary dislocations of industry, it is safe to say that the danger 
of over-population is not within the limits of practical Australian 
politics; and that, even in times of greatest depression, thousands 
of able-bodied men could always obtain work in any Colony at 
good, and even high, wages. The growth of population is thus a 
crucial test of Australian prosperity, which can be applied without 
qualification to all the Colonies, because none has any pre-eminence 
in "unemployed." The class of the .. unemployed" contains the 
same elements in all, and passes freely from one to the other, 
as polit~cal agitation or. other causes makes its existence no
torious.1 

In 1866, the year i? which Protection was introduced, the 

I An illustration of this occurred in Sydney towards the close of 1886, when 
a Protectionist Government gave indiscriminate relief, without any labour test, 
shortly before a general election. The natural consequence was that the f1oat
in~ population of all the Colonies drifted to Sydney, where 6.000 men were at 
one time being lodged and fed by the Government. After the elections, during 
which this. body of .. unemployed" was freely used as an argument againsl 
Free Trade, Sir Henry Parkes, who bad succeeded to power, found himself 
unable to disband so large an army in the streets of Sydney, and a:!opted the 
plan of creating employment on Crown lands for all who wished it, while at the 
same time he stopped the indiscriminate relief in Sydney. It was more than a 
year before the labour market-which bad become quite disorganised by the 
inducements offered to country labourers to throw up their work. either to 
enjoy a visit to Sydney, or to earn (as good workmen could) more than their 
usual wage by piece-work on the CroWD laRds-resumed its normal condi
tion. An incident occurred during this period which illustrates in an amusing 
fashion the popular view of the" right to employment" as it finds expression in 
Australia. In June. 1887, the .. unemployed," who were then working at the 
Field of Mars for Ss. a day, petitioned the Cabinet to be allowed .. a day's 
holiday to celebrate the Jubilee," so' completely had they come to regard 
themselves as a State in.titution. 
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population of Victoria amounted to 636,982 human beings, as against 
431,412 in New South Wales. In 1881, the relative numbers were 
862,346 and 751,468. In 1886 the numbers were estimated in both 
Colonies at a million. Victoria then gained a little during- the 
Exhibition year in 1888, but in 1889 New South Wales again took 
the lead with 1,122,200, as against 1,118,077, and has maintained it 
to the present time. During the period from 18~-89, the increase 
was only 75 per cent. for the Protected Colony, while it was 140 
per cent. for the Free Trade Colony. The increase from 1871 to 
1881 was 30.91 per cent. in New South Wales, and only 18 per 
cent. in Victoria; and from 1881 to 1888 it was 44·43 per cent. in 
the former, and only 26.50 per cent. in the latter Colony. While 
in the former decade the difference in the rate Qf increase was 
12.91 per cent., it was 18·43 per cent. during the latter period, 
thus proving that the increase of Protective duties is not 
necessarily accompanied pari passu by an increase in popu
lation.' 

Popular prejudice, anxious to minimise as much as possible 
this rapid growth in the numbers of a Free Trade Colony, where, 
according to all theory, no man ought to be able to get a living, 
has attributed it to State·assisted immigration. There were, how
ever, during the period from 1881·87, when the increase in popula
tion was most rapid, only 32,744 assisted immigrants; while the 
whole number of State-assisted immigrants between 1866 and 1889 
only amounted to 59,000, as against a total increase of 690,788 
souls. Assisted immigration can accordingly account for only 8·5 
per cent. of the whole increase. 

The real reasons must be sought elsewhere, and will be found in 
the greater attractiveness of New South Wales as a place of resi
dence, in its higher marriage rate, and its higher birth rate
three causes which, either separately or together, indicate a higher 
range of material prosperity. We wiII treat of each sepa
ratel),. 

The most noticeable fact which is disclosed by the Victorian 
Census of 1871 and 1881, is that, nextto the little island of Tasmania, 
V~ctoria has the greatest proportion of females to males of any 
Australian Colony, which is the more remarkable when we recall 

I I am indebted for these calculations, which are taken from the official 
records, to a pamphlet by W. Max Hirsch, entitled, U Protection in Victoria" 
(Melbourne: Eeno Publishing Company, 189r)-see p. 10. 
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the circumstances of her origin in the gold fever of the early fifties. 
Victoria in those days had an enormous excess of males. Further, 
\ve find that this unhappy disproportion between the sexes is grow
ing rather than diminishing in the Protected Colony. The follow
ing table shows the figllres as compared with those of New South 
Wales :-

PERCENTA~E OJ' FEMALES IN THE TOTAL POPULATION. 

Year. New South Wales. 

Pursue the investigation a little further. 

Victoria. 

47'S 
46 '6 
47'S 

The census returns for 1881 showed that Victoria-like the 
exhausted countries of Europe-was actually not sustaining her 
own population! During the ten years, 1871 to 1881, the returns 
show that 53,000 persons emigrated to Victoria, but that 68,000 
persons left. In other words, during these ten years of active Pro
tection, adopted professedly in order to c. give employment," 

, Victoria not only lpst aU her immigration, but also 15,000 of her 
natural increase I The figures of the last census in 1891 will be 
awaited with much interest. -

More significant still is the change in the quality of the Vic10rian 
population. The class of c,!tizen which eVl!ry country wishes most 
to keep is that of the" soldier's age," from 20 to 40. Yet in 1881, 
in spite of her much larger population, Victoria was found to 
possess about 18,000 fewer men at this desirable range of age than 
New South Wales. On t,his point, Mr. Hayter, who certainly 
cannot be accused of giving undue prominence to any fact which 
tells against Victoria, makes the following remarks in his" General 
Report" on the Census :-" It will be noticed that the contingent 
available from Victoria is smaller by 18,000 than that from New 
South \Vales, and a simple calculation will show that relath'ely to 
the total population, males at the soldier's age are fewer in'Victoria 
than in any of the other Australasian Colonies. In fact, it may be 
stated that the deficiency of males, at this important period of life, 
is the weakest- point in the Victorian population." Upon this 
passage Mr. Edward Pulsford, who was the first to inve'stigate the 
bearing of the Victonan population retlllns upon the fiscal con
troversy. remarks as follows ._" The cream of the C cffecti"e ' 
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population of a country may be said to be the males between 25 and 
45. The changes in this portion of the people in the two Colonies 
during the decade were simply extraordinary. New South Wales 
showed a gain of 32,716, whilst Victoria showed a positive loss of 
35,916. In 1871, Victoria was 52,138 ahead; in 1881, she was 
16,494 behind-a change against Victoria in the relative position of 
no less than 68,632." 

The following two tables will bring out more clearly still the 
greater attraction which New South Wales exercises on men in the 
prime of life, and the loss which Victoria sustains through the 
emigration of this economically most valuable section of its 
population ;-

MALES IN 1881. 
Victoria. 

Up to 25 years old 257.069=56'86 per cent. 
From 25 to 45 years 

old 99.497 = 22 
45'years old and over . 95.579=21'14" 

New South Wales. 

229.W=55'78 per cent. 

1(5.991 = 28'22 u 
65.816= 16 

... 4II•149 

MALES BETWEEN THE AGES OF 25 AND 45 YEARS, 

1871 
188x 

LosS 

Victoria. 

, 135.4[3 = 18'x per cent. 
99.497 = u'S .. 

35.916 

New South Wales. 

83.275 = 10'7 per cent. 
115.991 = IS '4 H 

Mr. Hirsch makes the following remarks upon these figures ;
" In the first of these tables the percentages are those of the male 
population j fn the latter, the percentage of the males in their prime 
to the total population is given. The first table shows· the result, 
viz" the greater percentage of men in the prime of: life in New 
South Wales; the latter table shows that the shifting took; place 
in the years during which Victoria enjoyed Protection; that on 
account or in spite of Protection young men are avoiding and 
leaving the Protected Colony in which, if Protectionists are right, 
they ought to find it easiest to make a living-:-are flocking into the 
Colony in which they ought to find it most difficult to make a 
living. In estimating the significance of these figures, it must not 
be forgotten that, according to the general increase of population; 
we ought to bave had [in Victoria] in 1881 20,987 more males of 
from twenty-five to forty-five years than in .1871, making our total 

X 
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loss of men in the prime of life S6,903-surely a most disastrous 
retrogression in one decade. There is, however, nothing new in 
these tables; they are merely a confirmation of what has long been 
generally known. Every traveller remarks upon the number of ' 
Victorians engaged in trade and agriculture in New South Wales 
and other Colonies, and the paucity of natives or former inhabitants 
of New South Wales similarly engaged in Victoria. A more 
significant fact by which to measure the result of Protection' can 
scarcely be asked for, for if the Protective policy had added to the 
natural advantages of Victoria, then surely Victoria would have 
powerfully attracted the workers in the prime of life from every' 
Colony, and even from over-sea. But the opposite is the case; the 
strong, the hopeful, the energetic, leave the Protected Colony, and 
flock into the Free Trade Colony instead, proving conclusively that 
there it is easiest for them to gain a comfortable livelihood.' . 

But gain by immigration is not the only cause of the more rapid 
increase of population in New South Wales, which is due also to a 
higher marriage rate and a higher birth rate. 

-Now, as Mr. Hirsch points out, "it is one of the most firmly 
established facts in the science' of statistics that under present 
social and economic conditions the numbers of marriages and 
births rise and fall with any fall in the nation's prosperity; that 
steady employment at decent wages especially has, the invariable 
result of increasing the number of marriages and births. And it 
must be held as simirarly true that in two nations of similar origin, 
the meml:iers of which are constantly intermingling, the social and 
political institutions of which are the same, the more prosperous 
nation, the one in which employment is more constant and effec
tive, wages higher, will show the greater number of marriages and 
births." Tried by this unerring test, New South \Vales again holds 
her superiority over her Protected .neighbour. ' 

The mean annual marriage rate per 1,000 during the years 
1866-1889 was, for Victoria, 690; for New South Wales, 8'00. 
While the annual birth rate for the same period was, for Victoria, 
3.r54. and for New South Wales 38 '90. 

The excess of births over deaths tells the same tale: its mean 
per 1,000 of the population for the ten years from 1878-87 being 
.112 for Victoria, and 148 for New South Wales. 

Indeed. from whatever standpoint the movements of popUlation 
and the vital statistics of the two Colonies are considered, it is clear 
that under Free Trade New South Wales has gained upon 
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Victoria, not Qnly by immigration, but by a more rapid increase in 
the number of her mltive-born-a significant commentary indeed 
upon the theory that" Pr.otection gives employment." Why did 
it not give employment to those thousands. of young men, within 
the soldier's age, who emigrated from her borders into New South 
Wales? Is it that New South Wales is the more attractive 
because she has a la~ger territory? But had she not just the 
same extent of territory in 1866, when Victoria, \lnder Free Trade; 
was able to feed her own sons? Or is Victoria, with its 87,884 
square miles of territory, not able to find employment for more than 
a million people? When Victoria is over~populated it will be time 
enough to raise the cry that New South Wales is drawing young 
Victorians to her territory because their own land does not give 
them so good an opportunity of earning a livelihood. It is "Pro
tection" that was to have given the employment! It has done so! 
It has made every one who stayed in Victoria worls; longer f9r 
what he wants, and has driven the cream of Victorian youth Qut of 
the Colony to earn honest livings in a Free Trade country! . But 
was that the kind of employment which was so fraudulently 
promised? 

The truth is manifest to all who will not refuse to see it-that 
the labour-market has been better in New South Wales than in 
Victoria, and that the Free Trade Colony has offered the most 
employment. One would as soon -expect water to run uphill as 
labour to leave a country of good wages and steady work for one 
of inferior attractiveness from either point of view. Accordingly, 
if New South Wales has gained upon Victoria in population, both 
by voluntary immigration and by natural increase, since the latter 
adopted Protection, the reason must be that the Free Trade Colony 
has been more prosperous, and better able to offer wo~ at- good 
wages; and further evidence in support of the fact should be 
superfluous. It may, however, be useful to pile up test~mony upon 
this crucial point, and to show by other tests that Victorians have 
gone to New South Wales for one very good reason-that 
they were better off there than they would have been at 
home. 

First, as to the respective rates of wages in the two countries. 
So far as any comparison can be made between these-and the 
difficulty of such a comparison has been already pointed out I_it is 

I See above, P: 337. 

X 2 
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in favour of New South Wales. Mr. Hirsch has compiled a table 
from the Victorian Year-Book, showing the fluctuations in the 
nominal wages of 121 trades, as returned by the Government statist. 
'This table shows that between 1878 and 1888, during which period 
new duties were impose,d to the annual amount of £180,000, no 
change in wages had taken place in 58 of these 121 industries. 
The alteration in the rates of wages for the remaining 63 employ
ments classify themselves as follows ;-

Protected trades 
Unprotected trades 

Increase. 

13 
16 

Decrease. 

26 
9 

showing that, while there has been,.on the whole, a decline rather 
than a rise in wages during the decade, the fall has taken place 
more in the protected than in the unprotected trades. The rise in 
wages has occurred chiefly in -the farm pursuits, owing to the 
scarcity of this kind of labour. It should also be remembered that 
the official wage rates make no disclosure of the condition of the 
large number of home-workers, who, as recent revelations have 
shown, are working in Melbourne dens for IS. 6d. and .2S. a day 
under conditions which the Age, the leading Protectionist journal, 
has described as being "as bad as anything to be found in 
London." 

It is true that wages have also fallen in New South Wales from 
the highest point which they reached since 1866; but the Free 
Traders have never claimed to be possessors of l\ patent system for 
. keeping wages high. Besides, so far as comparisons are possible, 
they are higher in New South Wales than in Victoria. There is a 
special difficulty in the way of making any such comparison in this 
case, owing to the different methods of collecting the returns in the 
two Colonies, and the different deiignations oLmany trades. Still, 
Mr. Hirsch has collected twenty-nine trades- all which it was 
possible to collect-and found that in 1888 wages in four of these 
were equal in the two Colonies, were higher in Victoria in ten, and 
lower in Victoria .in fifteen instances. As he properly remarks, 
"If the assertion that Protection increases wages were well 
founded, no such result of even a partial comparison would be 
possible." But perhaps the best guide to the average wage rate of 
t he two Colonies is furnished by the wages paid by the Governmenti 
of each. In each Colony the Government ovms the railways, post
office, telegraphs, roads, forests, and carries on a great quantity of 
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publlc works. In all the Government departments the wages are 
from sixpence to a shilling a day higher in New South,Wales than 
in Victoria. It is impossible to believe that the highly organised 
trades in Victoria would allow railway servants, for example, to 
receive 'a shilling a day less than the same class of labour was 
receiving in New South Wales, unless they were conscious that the 
lower rate fairly represented the average wage rate of the Colony. 
In addition to these sources of information must' be added private 
experience. It is matter of COlllmon observation that the wages 
paid to mIners are higher in New South Wales than in Victoria, 
and the writer verified the same fact by personal inquiry in regard 
to the building trades for the year 1889-90. 

All other possible sources of information point to the same 
conclusion. ' 

The consumption of working.class luxuries, such as tea, coffee, 
sugar, currants, raisins, beer, spirits, and tobacco, is larger per 
head in the Free Trade country, showing the obvious trutn that 
men who receive more have more to spend. 

The following are the figures for the year 1884-5, which is taken 
as a normal year, being before the boom in Victoria and after that 
in New South WalE;s:- • 

CONSUMPTION OF LUXURIES IN 1884-5 PER HEAD. 

Tea • 
Coffee 

• Sugar. • • • 
Currants, raisins, etc. 
Spirits 
Beer • 
Tobacco 

New South Wales. Victoria. 
127 OZS. JIO ozs.. 
·11 " 16 " 
102 lbs. 92t lb •• 
111 ozs. 98j OZS. 
204 gills. 18l- gills. 
16i gals. 16 gals. 
46 ozs. 3St ozs. 

Pointing, again, in the same direction are the figures which 
show the quantity of postal and telegraphic .communication in the 
two Colonies. 

In 1866 Victoria received and despatched nearly two million 
more letters than New South Wales, the figures being 8,631,133 ils
against 6,678,371. In 1885 the positions were reversed, and New 
South Wales received and despatched three million more letters than 
Victoria, the figures being: New South Wales, 39,351,200, or 40 per 

, head of the population; and 36,061,880, or 36 per head, for Victoria. 
The number of telegrams sent iii Victoria in 1866 was 277,788; 

as against 143,523 in New South Wales. In 1885, New South 
Wales sent 2,625,992, against 1,634.666. 
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In fact, to whatever test of progress we look, we arrive at the 
same conclusion-namely, that since Victoria adopted Protection, 
New South Wales has been steadily gaining upon her. But some 
of the tests are of sufficient importance to demand a detailed con
sideration. Chief among them is the progress in either Colony of 
the manufacturing industry. 

MANUFACTURES. 

No young country can pass from the agricultural or pastoral to 
the manufacturing stage of its existence until it has obtained a 
sufficient density of population to enable production to be carried 
on with that effective cheapness which comes from the subdivision 
of employments and the establishment of subsidiary industries for 
using up bye-products. In 1866 the population of Victoria was 
already concentrated in the mining centres; while that of New 
South Wales was scattered over. a wide area, through which the 
means of communication were few and primitive. As a natural 
consequence Victoria became a manufacturing Colony earlier than 
New South ·Wales. It is true that New South Wales has better 
facilities for manufactures in her rich deposits of coal and iron; 
but the advantage of these may be easily overestimated, unless it 
is remembered that the coal goes to both capitals by sea, and that 
tbe cost of 500 miles longer sea carriage is not a serious item in 
these days of fuel economy. It is accordingly not surprising to 
find that, while there were 869 manufactories and works in Victoria 
in 1866, exclusive of 114 flour mills, the manufactories and works 
of New South Wales were at that date too insignificant to be 
counted; . 

Since 1866 the whole energy of Victorian legislation has been 
directed to the development of manufactures; while, except as to a 
few industries, such as the kerosene and candle, which have 
benefited by duties originally imposed for revenue purposes, the 
development of manufactures in New South Wales has taken ·a 
natural growth. The figures speak for themselves. 

In twenty-five years of Free Trade the pastoral Colony of New 
South Wales had made so good an entrance into the manufacturing 
stage of its existence that in 1890 it employed 46,135 hands, or 
more than One-tenth of its adult population, in one or other of the 
120 distinct varieties of manufacturing industries, in which the 
plant and machinery was valued at £4,526,821, and worked 
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to a horse-power of" 24,662. Surely this would .not be a 
bad record, either of growth or d.iversity, even for a Protected 
country ! 

The record of Victoria is also good, but ceitainly not better 
than, if, indeed, it is equal to, that of New South Wales. It is 
difficult, however, to 'decide this question, because the method of 
classification, and the dates of making the returns of manufacturing 
statistics, do not correspond in the two Colonies. The subjoined 
table, however, will show the respective rates of progress .of each. 

'I!<jo. ,88S. ,88g. 
1-----..,.--1---- I---.---~------,.--
Victoria. N. S. W. Victoria. N. S. W. Victoria. N. S. W. Victoria. ~. S. w. 

-----1--- ---- -
N umber of hands 

employed ... .., 
Value of machinery, 

plant, aDd land .. , 
(ThoNsalUls (m.iIUd) 

Number of establish-
ments.,- .. . 

Horse power .. . 
2,239 -* -* 

* Where blank spaces are left the figures are either untrustworthy or at present. un .. 
Jlttainable. The method of collectil)g New South Wales figures was radically altered 
after 1886, when the present statistician) Mr. Coghlan. was first appointed . . 

+ These figures are from an estimate made by Mr. Hayter. the statistician or the 
Victorian Government, as publh.hed in the Arguso£ December 30th, 1891. 

-IT Many of these employ very few hands. Thus over three hundred of the works 
included in the Victorian returns employ less than six hands. and more than one thousand 
employ less than ten. 

The above table puts the case of the Victorian manufactories hi 
the most favotmlble light; Not only are some 2,300 hands in
cluded in the Victorian returns which are excluded from those of. 
New South Wales,' but these also include between four and five 
thousand more females, whom the i:Jarder conditions of life in the 
Protected Colony have driven froin the home to the factory.' 
Further, the later Victorian figures are for a time of high pro
sperity consequent upon the lavish expenditure of imported. and 
borrowed capital, while during the same period New South Wales 

. was experiencing the pangs of a period of economy, and was' also 

, Namely. employees in chaff· cutting and com-crushing establishments, in 
flour mills, in cheese factories, and the Royal Mint. 

2 There were 902 females included in the New South Wales returns fer 
189°· 
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recovering from the most severe drought known in her history. 
The figures for 1891 would show an increase for New South Wales 
a ... d a decrease for Victoria. Let us, however, pass by all these 
considerations, and grant a superiority (and, if it be desired, even a 
substantial superiority) to Victoria in manufactures: two questions 
will still remain to be answered-first, Whether this superiority is 
as great now as it was in 1866, having regard to tbe increase of 
population? and, secondly, Whether, if it be so, such a superiority 
has been worth the expenditure required to obtain it? Let no 
deductions be made on any score, and even count it a good thing 
tbat women should be forced to leave their homes to seek employ
ment in a factory; let us,in short, admit that Victoria has an excess 
over New South Wales of fully 12,000 manufacturing hands; yet at 
what cost has this excess been gained? The Customs duties levied 
oli Protected articles have by themselves amounted during the last 
twenty-five years to twenty millions of pounds, without taking into 
account the increase in the price of the home-made article, which 
is consequent upon the tariff. May not Free Traders fairly ask 
whether, if it was really necessary to Victorian prosperity that she 
should confine 12,000 of her population (of whom one-third are 
females) within the four walls of factories in order to be by that 
number superior to New South 'Vales in the tale of manufacturing 
employees, twenty millions of pounds sterling is not a high price to 
have paid for this' questionable advantage? Twenty millions of 
pounds would have pensioned those 12,000 working hands, men, 
women, and children (and children, too, are being driven with their 
mothers to enter the Protected factories, so hard is the stress of life 
becoming in this Victorian paradise !), many times over, at more 
than the rate which they are now receiving in wages from the 
afflicted consumer! If only the recipients of Protective charity 
could be compelled to receive their alms, as honest beggars, in a 
public manner! 

N or is an inside view of the condition of Victorian manufactures 
any more encouraging. On the contrary, while the number of 
employees is declining, and women and boys are taking the place 
of men, the exports of manufactured produce show a steady annual 
decline, and the imports of foreign goods a steady increase. The 
limit of consumption within the Colony Jtas long ago been reached, 
and although an outlet was afforded for several years into the 
neighbouring Colonies by means of an elaborate system of fraud, 
under which the drawbacks were manipulated in such a way as to 
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become a bonus upon exports, 1 the productiveness of .the Protected 
industries is steadily decreasing. Year by year, Mr. Hayter, who 
certainly cannot be accused of giving undue pr.ominence to facts 
which tell against Victoria, has pointed out the ominous decrease 
in the value of Victorian exports, and the equally ominous increase 
in Victorian indebtedness. The figures fro~ 1880 are subjoined. 

EXPORTS OF ARTICLES MANUFACTURED OR PRODUCED IN VICTORIA 
FROM 1880-90. 

YEAR. 
Total Value, omitting 

Thousands. 
Value per Head oftbe 

Populauon. 

£ £ s. d. 
1880 11,220.000 13 3 n 
1881 12,480,000 J4 7 3 
J882 12,570 ,000 14 2 5 
1883 13,292,000 14 IX 9 
1884 13,155.000 14 I 8 
J885 12,452,000 12 19 10 
1886 9. 054.000 9 3 6 
1887 8.502 • .",0 8 6 9 
1888 10.356 •000 9 IS 0 
1889 9.776•000 8 17 
18go 
189l 

In this table the exports of manufactured articles and of home 
produce are lumped together. If the former were dealt with 
'Separately, the decline would be still more apPilrent. On p. 131 of 
voL ii. of the c, Victorian Year-Book" for 1889-90, Mr. Hayter gives 
a list of thirty-five lines of Victorian articles of export. The 
majority of these are raw materials, which are not affected DY 
duties. More than half of the value in~the list is provided by the 
two articles of wool and gold, although more than one-half -of the 
-wool exported as Victorian produce is grown in New South Wales 
and shipped from Melbourne-either because of its proximity, 
or because "Port Phillip" wool commands a traditionally high 
price. Taking out from this list all articles which may, with a 

1 Public attention was first called to this system of fraud in 1886 by Mr. 
Edward Pulsford, Secretary of the Free Trade Association of New South 
Wales. and Honorary Member of the Cobden Club. His assertio~s were at 
first denied and ridiculed; but ultimately, after an official investigation, his 
charges were verified. Many of the first firms in Melbourne were found to be 
implicated, but no prosecutions followed. There could hardly be a better 
iIlustra tion of the demoralisation which a tariff causes. 
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stretch of the term, be classified as manufactured products, we get 
at the following ~esult :-

EXPORTS OF ARTICLES THE MANUFACTURE OF VICTORIA SINCE 1883 . 

I ..... ~ .... Increase 
ARTICLES. ,883' ,887. ,888. ,889, +; De-

crease------- ------
£, £, £, £,. £, £, £, £, 

Stationery ... 23,300 22,100 :l7,goo 14,300 13. 2 00 I5,4°° 16,coo - 7,30C> 
Agricultural Im-

plements ... %4,100 10,)00 '11,000 I1,'fOO 15,600 '5.600 22,000 + 7.9Co. 
Machinery ... 138,000 98,000 13,000 48,000 90 ,000 56,000 62,000 -76,0001. 
Saddlery, Har-

ness ... 2%,000 14,000 13,000 9.800 1.100 IO,OOO 6,800 -15,200. 
Furniture and 

Upholstery •.. 
Drugs, Chemi-

46,800 43,700 39,000 24,000 20,000 22,000 17,600 -29,30(). 

cals 
'Pie~'~ 

15,000 :12,000 11,000 13,000 10,600 7,000 4,700 -10.300 
Woollen 

Goods 12,000 IO,6oo 4,100 2,700 :1,800 9,000 2.600 - 9.400-
Apparel &'",i;lo~~ 246,000 257,000 242 ,000 155,000 117,000 121,800 9!i,ooo -148,000 
Boots and Shoes 40,000 37,000 25.000 21,000 23,000 2I,OOO x6,000 -24,000. 
Cordage ...••. 27,600 29,000 20,600 9,000 5,000 4.000 4.600 -23 0 :::0-
Preserved Meats 76,000 lI6,ooo I 99.800 88,000 41,000 I6,000 16,000 - 60,000 
Confectionery '" '5,700 13,000 I 11,000 6.700 3,700 2,800- 2,7(0 -13()()(). 
Biscuits .. , ... 21.600 40,000 45,000 37,600 26,800 20.900 2",600 - 7·000-
Bone clust ... ... 8,goo 

">3
00

1 
' ..... 00 9.600 5.200 :11,300 1:1,000 + 1,100 

Candles ... 300 3,600 7,000 5,000 1,600 500 300 -
Glue Piec~'~ ... 600 

33~:=1 '.000 1,700 1,700 1,500 - +:JOO 
Leather ... ... 359.000 342,000 254,000 207,000 181,000 190,(00 -289,~ 
Soap •. ... ... 12,700 15,500 18,000 13,000 10,000 ~oJooo 9,0('0 - 3,700 
Stearine ... ... 13,000 6,000 I - 5 96 500 85 - J2,9OO 
Tallow ... ... 232,000 256,000 155,000 ]21,000 85.000 :51,000 49.000 -
Oil ... 8,0Cl0 9,000 7,600 7,000 3,600 2,000 1,80::) - 6,200-
HaTd;~'" 28,000 24,000 19,000 20,800 16,coo IS,SOO 15,000 -13.00o. 

. Oilmen's Sto~~ 13,cOO 15,000 14,000 JI,800 13,600 11,000 9,000 - 4,C><X?' 
All other Articles 410,700 439.000 375,000 324,000 265,000 222,000 234,000 -170,000 

------ ------ ----- ----- ----- -------
Total •.• ... 1,790,300 1, 82 4,100 1,570,SCWJ 1,206,705 983,596 934,100 8'9.685 -1,110,300 

- + Q.~OOo 

The same conclusion as to the decline of Victorian manufac
tures is given by al}other table in Mr. Hayter's book (p. 133), in 
which the total increase or decrease of exports of all articles of 
home produce, as between 1889 and 1888, is given in detail, with 
the result of showing a nett decrease on the year of £579,963. It 
is noticeable, however, that this nett decrease is kept down to this. 
cOll).paratively low figure by reason of an increase of £1,438,593 in 
the value of wool exported, and of £129,498 in the value of the 
export of gold bullion. Deducting these. two items, the nett 
decrease in the year would be £2,148,054; while if the nett 
decrease on manufactured products only were considered, it would 
amount to the large sum of ,£2,256,395. 

These figures have a double significance. First they show that 
the export of Victorian manufactures has not been anything t() 
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boast of during the last eight years, and that, in spite of every effort 
to force manufactures, eleven-twelfths of the exports from Victoria 
consist of food-stuffs and raw materials. They also show, in the 
plainest manner, the withering influence of Protection upon the 
a~gregate of national industry. The export trade of a country is a 
generally accepted test of the vigour of its .national productiveness. 
Consequently, a fall in eight years from £14 liS. 9d. per head to 
£8 17s. Id. in the total export trade-which is equivalent to a fall 
of 39.303 per cent.-and a fall of 32.925 per 'cent. during the same
period in the exports of manufactured produce, ought to shake 
the confidence of the most infatuated believer in the infallibility of 
the Protectionist dogma! Further, when this decline in exports. 
-which are the only means by which a borrowing country is able 
to discharge its indebtedness and pay its interest on loans-is. 
accompanied by a rapidly increasing excess of imports, no one 
who remembers that the excess of imports over exports represents 
in a young country-which does not receive much from foreign 
investments, or for shipping, or other services rendered by its 
citizens in other countries, or by immigration-the amount· of new 
capital which it has borrowed-can view the present condition of 
Victorian commerce without alarm. Unless the tariff is altered in 
such a way as to give the natural industries of Victoria a better 
opportunity of growth, or unless the irrigation experiments, which 
are being pushed with so much vigour, falsify the predictions of 
many experts and provide new articles of exports in the shape of 
fruit and wine, it is certain that the task of dealing with the finances 
of Victoria will tax the capacity and ingenuity of her rulers' for 
many years to come.l The combination of Protection and borrow
ing must result in a serious crisis. 

1 The following figures show the excess of imports over exports since 188r. 
omitting figures below five hundred :-

1881 .SS. 
I883 
.884 
ISSS 
1886 
.887 
.888 
.SSg 

I: 
466,000 

2,554,000 
1,344,900 
3,15 1,000 
2,492 ,800 
6,735,000 
7,61 1 ,000 

10,118,000 
11,668,000 

Total ... 46,200.700 

Of this s·um, £U,219,000 re· 
presented. an increase in 
the public indebtedness, not 
taking into account redemp
tion loans, amouDting to 
£5,800,000. 

Since 1873 the exports have only once exceeded tbe imports-namely, in 
1880. Bearing in mind that between three and four million pounds' worth of 
wool which is the product of New South Wales is shipped annually from 
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AGRICULTURE. 

The boast of Victorians is, rightly enough, in their agriculture; 
and in this great department of national activity their country has 
maintained.her lead over Ne~ South Wales, although she has not 
succeeded in increasing it. Even this partial success cannot be 
attributed to Protection, because Victoria was an exporter of food
stuffs even in her Free Trade days, but is owing partly to the fact 
that in the variable climate of New South Wales the land that is 
good for crops is not near the markets, and the land that is near the 
markets is not good for crops, and partly to the early alienation of 
the best agricultural lands to large proprietors, who have not yet 
shown themselves inclined to use it for any but pastoral purposes. 
Even in this qirection; however, there are already signs of decline,! 
and while the area of cultivation is increasing in New South Wales 
it is declining in Victoria. Fortunately, the farmers have at last 
realised their position; and during the years 189<>-91 every 
"Farmers' Protection Association" has omitted the word Protection 

Port Phillip, and therefore included among the exports of Victorian produce, it 
will be seen that the nett annual value of Victorian exports is between eight and 
'nine millions, as against an importation of nearly twenty-four millions for the 
year 1889. Of the imports a certain sum-which cannot, on the most liberal 
estimate, exceed £soo,ooo-must be allowed for freight due to Victorian ship
owners; an allowance must also be made for interest on Victorian capital 
invested abroad. It is difficult to ascertain how much this should be; it is, how
ever, a rough but perhaps a fair estimate to take the value of New South Wales 
wool shipped from Melbourne as equivalent to the value of the returns to 
Victorian capital invested abroad. Most of the wool which comes to Mel
bourne from the other Colonies is sent there because the stations are owned hy 
Victorians. The wool which is sent to Melbourne by New South Wales 
station owners, may ~e set off against the proceeds of Victorian investments in 
Queensland properties. But, after all these allowances are made, the fact 
remains that during recent years the indebtedness of Victoria has increased 
more rapidly than its exports. This increase has continued through 1890 and 
1891, although the-official returns are not available at the time of writing." It 
is this enormous expenditure of borrowed money, both by the Government 
and by private persons, which has maintained the rate of wages in Victoria, and 
successfully disguised from the multitude the evil influences of Protection. 

1 The officinl figures for 1890-91 are not yet published, but unofficial 
returns show a decline of more than 50,000 acres in the area of cultivation 
during the last two years. 

J 1890 
18g1 

EXl£rtS. 

J3,256,ooo 
J5,619,OOO 

Imp2rts. 

22,9S3,()()Q 
• 1,621,000 

The increase in exports in 1890 and 18QI 
will probably be found due to an in
crease in the shipments from Melbourne 
of New South Wales wool . 
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from its title, and declared in favour of Free Traq.e. It is one of 
the most amazing instances of the power of words over unthink
ing men that the farmers in any country should ever advocate Pro
tection. The maxim that" the farmer pays for all» can never be 
1Il0re plainly illustrated than by farmers who hope to get rich by 
paying customers to buy their .crops. If a young country exports 
food, Protection can be of no use to the farmers, who have to buy 
everything they want at Protective prices, and sell everything they 
produce at Free Trade prices. If, on the other hand, a young 
country requires to import food, the farmers have already the best 
market they can desire, ,,;z., one which is short supplied. For ex
ample, the average price of wheat in Sydney has been for many 
years 6d. a bushel more than in Melbourne. The following are 
the figures relating to agriculture ::-

AREA OF LAND IN CULTIVATION IN ACRES. 

Victoria __ Ii 5:::5'1 ~:5 .. ::43 1 .. ::::571 ~::: .. 1·'::':621'~ New South 
Waif'S ... 45',223' 426.1)76 710,337. 868,01}3 999.298 ]','64,475 1,241,419 

COMMERCE. 
The figures which follow as to commerce, revenue, and 

shipping, require no comment. They all point the same moral
that Victoria has not only failed to hold her superiority over New 
South Wales, but has fallen far behind:-

IMPORTS AND EXPORTS OF NEW SoUTH WALES AND VICTORIA 

Imports. E"por ... 

Colony. Vear. 
Value per 1 Valueper "otal Value. Head. Total Value. Head. -

£ £ s. d. £ £ r. d. 

J 
1866 14.771•000 23 9 7 12.889.000 20 9 9 
1880 14.556•000 17 ,. 4 15.9540000 18 15 3 .. 1885 18.044.000 18 16 6 15.551•000 16 4 6 

"C 1888 23.972•000 22 II 5 13.853.000 13 OU g ... 
u 

1 
1889 24.402,000 22 2 0 12,734.000 II 10 8 

:> 18go 22.953.000 13.256.000 
ISgI 21,622.000 15.679.000 

(estimated) _ (estimated) 

-{ 
1866 9.4°3.000 9.913.000 

oS 1880 13.950.000 19 4 6 15.525.000 21 7 11 

!Jf 1885 23.]65.000 25 2 0 16.54I.00~ 17 15 4 
1888 20,885,000 19 12 6 20.859.000 19 12 0 

~~ 1889 22.8630000 2014 ,. 23,294,000 21 2 ° 
Z 18go 

ISgI 
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SHIPPING. 

INWARDS. OUTWARDS. 

Colony. Year. No. of No. of I 
Vessels. Tonnage. Vessels. Tonnage. 

New So';th Wales ..• 1866 2,099 730 ,354 2,259 784,381 
Victoria ... ... ! 1866 2,078 649,979 2,203 675,741 

New South Wales ... 

I 
[889" 3,254 2,632,081 I 3,229 2,689.098 

Victoria '" ... 1889 2,855 2 1270 •8 27 2,886 2,328,351 

• The year 1889 was one of great depression in New South Wales. Later years 
would show a wider difference between the two Colonies. 

REVENUE." 

Colony. .866. • SSg. 1891 • 

New South Wales 
/, /, /, 

... 2,012,079 9,063.397 10.079,000 
Victoria ... ... ... 3.079,160 8,675.990 

(estimated) 

• The excess of revenue in New South Wales is due to the elasticity of her returns 
and not to the weight of taxation. The charge of taxation per head in I889 in the two 
Colonies was as foHows :-Victoria, £3 9S. Id.; New South Wales, £2 8s. tid. Thu.;, 
although every citizen of Victoria ~ys £1 os. 7d. more in taxes than his Free Trade 
neighbour, the revenue of Victoria 15 about two millioos less than that of New South 
Wales. 

The figures which have been set out in the preceding pages 
have been treated by Protectionists in various ways at different 
times. For a long period they were ignored; then, after Mr. 
Edward Pulsford, of Sydney, brought them' into public notice, 
their accuracy was denied, and the Statistical Office of New South 
Wales was assailed with scurrilous abuse. Finally, after Mr. 
Hayter, the Victorian official statist, had verified their substantial 
correctness, every effort was made to depreciate their significance. 
It was alleged that the greater success of New South \Vales was 
owing to special causes-such as her larger territory, her greater 
expenditure of borrowed money, and her larger land revenue
which had not operated in Victoria to the same extent. Here, 
again, however, the Protectionists were foiled, Mr. Pulsford-and 
this is not among the lea~t of the services which he has rendered 
to the cause of Free Trade-undertook an elaborate series of in
vestigations into the statistical returns of the two colonies, and 
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demonstrated even to the satisfaction of Protectionists that the 
., special causes" of prosperity, so far from being peculiar to New 
South Wales, had operated with even greater intensity in Victoria 
during the period under review. -It is chiefly due to Mr. Pulsford's 
untiring industry and clearness of exposition that the example of 
Victoria is never cited now in the neighbouring colonies as an in
starice of the benefits of a Protective policy. As, however, the 
energy of Victorian rlctame has not exhausted itself in other 
fields, it may be well -to indicate very briefly the heads of the 
answer to Protectionist disparagements of the progress of New 
South Wales. 

First, it is said that New South Wales owes her success to her 
earlier foundation. It is a . sufficient reply to this that, in spite of 
her earlier foundation, she was far behind Victoria in 1866, when 
both colonies were Free Trade. The development of the Colony 
was so slow in the transportation days, which ended in 1856, that 
Victoria, in 1866, had gained from her active population of .gold 
diggers more of the advantages of roads, bridges, and other inci
dents of civilisation, in ten years than New South Wales had by 
two generations of convict labour. ' . 

Next it is said that New South Wales owes her more rapid 
progress to her larger territory. To a certain extent this is true; 
but.it is the merit and object of Free Trade to make use of natural 
advantages. A large territory, however, is not altogether an ad
vantage to a young country. There is a power in concentration, 
and a weakness in scattered forces. "Wealth," as Mr. Pulsford 
bas well remarked, "grows richer by population than by square 
mile, and, as a rule, it will be found that the most important and 
wealthy countries are of limited area. A larger area is often a 
great weakness." Certainly this has proved to be the case in New 
South \Vales, whose rural population is badly served in all local 
requirements, and grievously handicapped by the difficulty of pro. 
viding for the wants of so vast a territory. The greater advantages 
which a settler enjoys in the compact territory of Victoria become 
immediately apparent to anyone who looks upon a railway map of 
the two Colonies. In New South Wales the railways stretch in 
three long lines, each to a distance of aboutsoo miles from the 
city to the sea-board. In Victoria the railways divide the country
into small rectangles aIUl unite every. little township with the 
capital; and where railways fail the Southern settler, rivers play 
their part and gi"e him that assurance o~ a return to his annual 
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labour which the resident in the more variable climate of New 
South Wales is never able to anticipate. 

Indeed, in physical and climatic advantages, Victoria is vastly 
the superior of New South Wales. Not only does its compactness 
make the former cheap to govern and easy to develop, but its 
fertile and well-watered lands lie close to the markets. In New 
South Wales; on the contrary, except a narrow strip upon tpe coast 
of IIawarra, the good land lies beyond the coastal ranges at a 
distance of at least 200 miles from Sydney and the sea-board. 
There are, moreover, in New South Wales no large mining town
ships (except that of Broken Hill, which is, for practical purposes. 
part of South Australia) where the farmers are able to find a 
market. Moreover, even the best lands in New South Wales are 
subject alternately to droughts and--floods. Further, while the 
lands of New South Wales are heavily timbered, so that the ex
pense of preparing them for the plough is very great, most of the 
arable land in Victoria was naturally clear. In fact, it is difficult 
to exaggerate the natural advantages which are enjoyed by the 
fertile, extensive, open, well-watered lands of Victoria, over those 
of its larger, but more variable, neighbour. N or does this com
plete the catalogue of the natural superiorities of the favoured 
province. Victoria has a distinct advantage in the character of its 
early settlers. The renown of her gold-fields attracted the very 
pick of the world, fQr energy, enterprise, and power. Through 
their aid she gained a start in wealth and population, which, but 
for the folly of her rulers, she would not have lost for many 
generations. The richness of her alluvial gold-fields, -and the 
character of her early population, caused the easy establishment 
and rapid growth of great cities, whose position rendered her 
singularly fitted to be the seat of manufactures ; while the extent 
of fertile land, which was immediately available, made her from 
the outset rich in the more dur<lble elements of natural pro
sperity. 

What wonder that in such a country progress has been rapid?
The matter rather for remark is, that it has so soon ended. Of aU 
the lessons which Australia has given to the world in politics. 
not the least instructive is to be drawn from the rise and 
decline of the Colony of Victoria! The" might-have-beens ". 
of history are notoriously unprofitable matters of specula
tion; but no -one can read the history of Victoria, with 
impartial mind, without being moved to wonder what her fate 
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might have been, if she had been left to expand to her 
natural growth unhindered by the cruel restrictions of a cramp
ing tariff. 

Another strangely perverted argument is that New South Wales. 
owes her more rapid progress to her greater production of coal and 
wool, which, it is said, are two raw materials, the production of 
which could not be affected by any fi~cal policy. Supposing this 
were so, it is in the eyes of a Free Trader precisely a reason why 
the Colony of New South Wales should make as much profit as it 
can out of its natural industries instead of diverting its capital and 
labour into less productive channels. As the facts stand, how
ever, Victoria has produced a larger quantity of raw materials than 
New South Wales during the period under review. The aggregate 
production of wool and gold-in Victoria from 1866 to 1885 1 was -
£27,410,950 more than in New South Wales. The.following are 
the figures:-

GOLD AND WOOL.-TOTAL PRODUCTION 1866-1885-

Victoria. Now South Wales. 

/: , 
Gold raised 85.819.216 15.7630365 
Wool produced· .. 67.891,880 IIo.536.78I 

----
Total 153.71I,0¢ 126:300. '4.6 

• The figures representing .. 001 are tbe aggregate or tbe exports aner deducting tbe 
imports. 

The total value of the coal raised in New South Wales 
from the foundation of the colony does not equal the excess 
of Victoria in her production of the two articles of wool and 
coal during the twenty years, 1866-1885, being only £23,891,629. 
The production of coal during that' period amounted to 
£1 r,282,j25. 

The Protectionist theorist, driven to explain the, to him, 
astounding fact that New South Wales has prospered more under 
Free Trade than Victoria under Protection, finds his last refuge 
in the assertion that New South Wales owes her more rapid 

I The year 1885 is taken to avoid elTors on either side on account of the 
disturbing infiuenee either of the New South Wales good seasons or the 
Melbourne U boom." 

.y 
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progress to a more lavish expenditure of borrowed money. " A 
- spurious prosperity," says the Age, in 1886, "or the appearance of 

prosperity, has been kept up for some eight or ten years past by 
a monstrously lavish expenditure of public money, which' has 
either been borrowed or obtained from the sale of land." Upon 
this passage Mr. Pulsford (" Freedom in New South Wales'll. 
Oppression in Victoria," p. 49) makes the following observa
tions :-

"Believing that, perhaps, after all, New South Wales might not 
be so black as she is. painted, I have carefully investigated the 
subject of the money obtained by sales of land, and by public 
borrowing in the two colonies. The result of my investigations 
will, I venture to say, be a surprise to aIL I find that, for many 
years, Victoria led the way in both sales of land and public borrow
ings. That,.in point of fact, Victoria for many years borrowed 
more rapidly than New South Wales, and also sold land much 
more rapidly. I confess I was very much surprised myself to find 
that, up to the year 1883, the aggregate ofthe moneys obtained by 
loans and land sales in New South Wales had always been ex
ceeded in Victoria. It is perfectly obvious that the colony that 
obtained the lead in the construction of useful public works had a 
great advantage. I find, that in the year when Victoria entered 
upon her policy of Protection, she had received twenty-one mil
lion pounds from the sources named, against only eleven millions 
in New South Wales. The early expenditure of so much money 
in Victoria represented a great advantage over this colony. It was 
not till 187s-that is, nine years later-that New South Wales 
reached this sum of twenty-one millions, and then the Victorian 
total had risen to thirty-one millions, or still the ten millions 
ahead. In 1880 Victoria was six millions ahead. In 1885 the 
tables were turned, so that New South Wales was eight millions in 
advance of Victoria. . 

.. When I come to take the totals of these twenty years--
1866-1885-1 find that Victoria has had the use of capital 
equivalent to thirty-/otlY millions for the whole period, against 
only twenty-eight millions on the part of New South Wales. 
I claim, therefore, that Victoria, and not New South Wales, 
is the colony that has received the greatest impetus to
wards prosperity from the expenditure of moneys obtained by 
loans and land sales." A full table of these moneys is sub-
joined. . 
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27.764.829 
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We are now in a position to appreciate the whole significance 
of the tale which the preceding figures have disclosed. 

Every Protectionist argument, either expressedly or impliedly, 
assumes that no country can develop under natural conditions, 
but that a home market, a diversity of industries, a high rate of
wages, and all other ingredients of prosperity; can only be secured 
by means of a Protective tariff. It is not that Protectionists claim 
a mere superiority for·their policy over the policy of Free Trade as 
an instrument of national development, but they insist that Free 
Trade is a positive evil that prevents development. Consequently. 
when we find that a country, which is also one of those young coun
tries in whose case Protection is declared to be most plainly 
demanded, has, while faithfully adhering to Free Trade, developed 
its resources, diversified its industries, maintained' a high rate of 
wages, given its farmers a profitable market for their produce, and 
steadily advanced in prosperity in every path of progress, we are 
entitled to question the truth of the assumptions which Protectionists 
invariably take for granted. If we can go further, and show that 
another country which has enjoyed greater natural advantages, and 
where the other influences which make for national welfare have 
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operated with greater intensity, has advanced much more slowly 
under Protection than our first example has under Free Trade, the 
conclusion is irresistible that Protection, not Free Trade, is the 
clog upon national progress. At the same time, no sensible Free 
Trader would rest his case upon the records of any country during 
the short.period of twenty-five years. The example of New South 
Wales is of importance in a Free Trade argument, not so much on 
account of the support which it gives to Free Trade, as because it 
pushes the rude thrust of fact into the cobweb of a Protectionist 
theory. It bas also this more limited value-that it makes it im
possible for restrictionists to make use of the undoubted progress of 
Victoria since 1866 as an illustration in their favour, without also 
attributing the still greater progress of New South Wales to the 
opposite policy of Free Trade. 

THE END. 
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Six Vols., with about 1,-" Illustrations. Cloth. 95- each. Libra,., Edit;"", .£3-
London Street Arabs. By MRS. H. M. STANLEY (DOROTHY TENNANT). 

With Pictures printed OD • Tmt. 5L 
lllaater of Ballantrae, The. By ROBERT LoVIS STEVENSON, Illustrated. 35. 6d.: 
Mech&n1CB, Th8 PractIcal D1ctionary of Containing 1';'000 Drawings. FoUl 

Voir.. ::11 .. each. 



-S~letlions from Cassell &: Company s Publieations. 

·Medical Handbook of Life Assurance. By JAMES EDWARD POLLOCK, M.D., 
F.R.C.P" and JAMES CHISHOLM, tellowof the Institute of Actuaries" London. 75. 6d. 

Medicine, Manuals for Students of. (A List forwarded post free 011 application.) 
Metropolitan Year·Book, The, for 1899; Paper, IS. ; cloth, 2S. 
Metzerott, Shoemaker. A Socialistic NoveL 55. 
Midland Railway, The 01llc1al illustrated Guide to the. Cloth, 2S. 
Modern Europe, A History of. By C. A. FYFF", M.A. Three Vo15. I2S. each. 
Music, illustrated History of. By EMIL NAUMANN. Edited by the Rev. 

Sir F .. , A. GORB OUSELEV, Bart. Illustrated. Two Vals. 3:15.6d. 
National Library, Cassell's. In. Volumes. Paper Covers, 3d.; cloth, 6<1. 

(A C.mj/l/e List'l tke V.lumes lost free Q1J ajllicati .... ) 
Natural History, Cassell's Concise. By E. PERCEVAL WRIGHT, M.A., M.D .. · 

F.L.S. With several Hundred Illustrations. "75. 6d. ; roxburgh, -1:05. 6d. 
Natural History, Cassell's New. Edited by i'rI>f. P. MARTIN "DUNCAN, M. B., 

F.R.S., F.G.S. Complete in Six Vol .. With about •• 000 Illustrations. Cloth, 95. each. 
Nature's Wonder Workers. By KATE R. LoVELL. Illustrated. 55. 
Naval War, The .Last Great. 'By A. NELSON SEAFORTH. With Maps. 2S. 

Navy, Royal, All About the. By W. LAIRD CLOWES. Illustrated IS. 

Nelson, The IMe ot By ROBERT SOUTHEY. Illustrated "ith Eight P1ate5~ 35. 6d. 
Nursing' for the Home and for. the Hospital, A Handbook of. By CATHE-

. RINE J. WOOD. CluafJ Edition, .Is. 6d. ; cloth. 25. ' 
Nursing of Sick Children, A.Handbook for the. By CATHERINE J. WOOD. 2S. 6d 
Orations and After-Dinner Speeches. By the HOD. C. M. DEPEW. 75. 6d. 
Our Own Country. Six Vois. With I,2<1D Illustrations. Cloth, '}S. 6d each. 
Pactolus Prime. A Novel. By ALBION W. TOURG~E. 55. 
Paintillg, The .English School of: By ERNEST CHESNEAU. Translated by 

~ N. ETHERINGTON. With au Introduction by Professor RUSKIN. ss. 
Paxton's Flower Garden. With 100 Coloured Plates. .·(Price on aptlicalio1l.) 
People I've Smlled WIth. Recollections of a Merry Little Life. By MARSHALL 

P. WILDER. 25. " 

Peoples of the World,' The. By Dr. ROBERT BROWN. Complete in Six Volumes, 
. With Illustrations. 15. 6d. each: 

Phantom City, The. By W. WESTALL.· 55. 
Phillips, Watts. Artist and Playwright. By Miss E. WATTS PHILLIPS. With 

32 Plates. 'lOS. 6d. . 
Photograpbyfor Amateurs. ByT. ·C. HEPWORTH. Illustrated, IS. ; or cloth, IS. 6d. 
Phrase and Fable, Dictionary of. By the Rev. Dr. BREWER. CMap Editio". 

Enlarged. cloth, 3s.. 6d. : or with leather back, 45. 6d. 
Picturesque America. Complete in Four Vols., with 48 Exquisite Steel Plates, 

and about 800 Original Wood Engravings. £. os. each. 
Picturesque Australasia, Cassell's. With upwards of 1,000 Illustrations. Com-

plete in Four Vols. 1S. 6<1.. each. 
Picturesque Canada. With about 600 Original Illustrations. Two Vols. 
. £335. each. 

Picturesque Europe. Complete in Five Vols. Eacb containiDg 13 Exquisite Steel 
_ Plates, &om Original Drawings, and nearly 200 Original Illustrations. £,21; haIf~ 

morocco, £'31 los. ; morocco gilt, .£52 los. Pojular Editi'oN, - In Five VoIs. 1&. each. 
Picturesque Mediterranean, The. With a Series of Ma.,uficent lIIustrations 

(rom Ori2iual Designs by ieadlDg Artists o(the day. Two Vols. Cloth, £. os each. 
Pigeon Keeper, The Practical By LEWIS WRIGHT •. Illustrated. 35. 6d. 
Pigeons, The Book of. By ROBERT FULTON. Edited by LEWIS WRIGHT. With 

50 Coloured Plates and numerous Wood Engravings. 3'1s.. 6d..; half-morocco,'£2 25. 
Poems, Aubrey de Vere's. A Selection. Edited by JOHN DENNIS, 35. 6d. 
Poets, Cassell's MinIature Library of the :-

Bums. TwoVo1s. Clotb, 15. each; orc:loth. Milton. TwoVols. Ootb.lS.each;ordotb. 

:a~~~drwo ~o1:' ~io;b7 lS. ~; or cloth. SOO~ e ~ 6d. ~:th~~s. each; or cloth. 
HorJ~ edCo' ~6~' ~~~t~t.15. each i or cloth. . t e the set •• Vols. Cloth. IS. 

gilt edges, lIS, 6d. the set. . ea ; or ~t ed~. :as. 6d. the set. 

L?~t~l:U~~dJ.:.O :.o~. t~!O::~ IS. each; 01' WO:r~~ ed~ ~ 6d. ~~~ Is.. ~ch; 
Shakespeare. Twelve Vols •• haircloth. in box •. us. 

POlitical Questions of the Day, A Manual of: By SYDNEY BUXTON, M.P. 
N"", and E .. targod Edition. Paper Covers, 15.; orc\oth, >s. 6<1, 



SelectiD1is frllfn Cam/J tI: Company s PulJli~aIions. 

PolytechDlc Serles, The. Pnlctical Illustrated Manuals specially prepared fcrt 
Students of the Polytechnic Institute. and-suitable (or the Use orall Students. ' 

J::!t~8\»~~ ~:~e:r~Y J!~~~r!:;~ ~:~ ·8i-apbio Arithmetlo. Vol I. 
ELEMBNTARY STAGB.· . 

Workshop Praotioe. xs. 6d. 
cloth case. IS. Also on celluloid (in case), ms. 6d.. the set. 
nee ScbooIa and Classes. IS.6d.. 
A Series of -40 Drawlogs. Royal Folio size. :ttd. each. 

Portrait Gallery, e a met. First and S.cond Series, each containing 36 
Cabinet Photographs of Eminent Men and Women of the day. With Biographical 
Sketches. 15S. each. 

Poultry Keeper, The Practica.L By LEWIS WRIGHT.. Illustrated. 35. 6d. 
Poultry, The Book ot By LEWlS WRIGHT. Popul_ Edition. Illustrated. los. 6d. 
Poultry, The IDustrated Book of. By LEWIS WRIGHT. With Fifty Exquisite 

Coloured Plates, and numerous Wood Engravings. Rntised Edition. Cloth, 31s. 6d. 
l'ubl1c Llbraries, Free. Nt'!IJ and Enla1'lfed Etfition. By THOMAS GREEN

WooD, Author of U Museums and Art Galleries." IlJustrated. 25. 6d. 
Queen Summer; or, The Tourney of the LIly and the Rose. Penned and 

Portrayed by WALTER CRANE. With. 40 pages in Colours. 6s. Large Pajiw 
EditiOJl, 2'15., rut. . _ 

Queeu Victoria, The Life and Times ot By ROBERT WILSON. Complete in 
2 Vols. With Dumerous Illustrations. 95.0 each. , 

Rabbit-Keeper, The PracticaL By CUNICULUS. Illustrated. 35. 6d. 
RaUway Llbrary, Cassell'a. Crown 8vo, boards, 2S. each. 

TbeA.tolliahlDgBiBtoryofTro:vTown. I Jack By W. C. 
~~'t:nfrable Lad7 Bidq Fane. By The H O~)Wh08e Was It' 

Frank: Barrett. B IBarclay North). . 

. ~:~~~~~~w:l. GB~F~ei!ewu.. ~g: /~::e ~ike BU::h.Ha~~Om~ey 
den. LU!dta. 

TheIO~~~:o~~b. S,W.C.Hud. ~o~~~~~;t:~lfyB~~ 
Wi::~hJ~tl~'}WtheBW~~.h)i';'homu AD ~:~ Penman.. By luUan Haw~ 

St. E. Hake. thorne. , 
trnder a Strange Mask. By Frank Barrett. Seotion 558; or. The Fatal Letter. By 
TheCoomb8berrowJl[yst8ry. ByJ.ColwalL Julian Hawthorir.e. 

~~:~-.!~O~y ~ ~estaD. r~:u,own~::~.BV· ~G:H~~~~~ 
Captain Trafalgar. By Weslall and Laurie. The Great BAIIk B.ob~r.v. By Julian 
The Phantom City. By W. WestalL Hawthome. - . 

Redgrave, Richard, C.B., R.A. Memoir. ByF. M. REDGRAVE. lOS; 6d, 
Richard, Henry. M.P. A Biography. By CHARLES MIALL, With Portrait. 7S.6d. 
Rivera of Great Britain: Descriptive, Historical, Pictorial. .RIVERS OF 

THE EAST COAST. Royai.to. •••• 
Rivers of Great Brltaln: THE ROYAL RIVER; THE THAMES, FROM 

SOURCE TO SEA. With Descriptive Text and a Series or beautirul EDgravings. 
OriginalEd;l;"", ;(,. 28. Popular Editi ..... 6s. 

Robinson Crusoe. Casselfs Nt'W Fine-Art Etfition. With upwards of 100 
Original Illustrations. 78. 6d. 

]tollett!, Dante Gabriel, as_Designer and Writer. Notes hy WILLIAM 
MICHABL ROSSETTI. ']9. 6d. 

Russia, Through, on a Mustang. By THOMAS STEVENS. 75. 6d. 
Russo-Turk!Bh War, Cassell·s History of. With ahout 500 Illustrations. Two 

VolSo. 95. each; library binding, One Vol., ISS. 
Sanitary Institutions, EngUsh. By Sir JOHN SIMON, K.C B., F.R.S. ISS. 
Saturday JoU1'D8l, Cassell's. Illustrated throughout. Yearly Volume, 75. 6d. 
Science for All. Edited by Dr. ROBERT BROWN, M.A., F.L.S., &0. Rtvised 

Editi"". With I.SOO Illustrations. Five Vols. 95. each. 
Sea, The: ite Stirring Story of Adventure, Peril, and. Heroism. By 

F. WHYMPER. With 400 Illustrations. Four Vols. 75. 6d. each . 
. Secret of the Lamas, The. A Tale of Thibet. Crown Svo, 55. 

Sent Back by the Angels; and other Ballads of Home and Homely Life. By 
FRBDE1tlCK LANGBRIDGB, M.A. PtI/nIln,. EditiOllt IS. 

Sbattesbnry, The Seventh Earl of, KG., The Life and Work ot By EDWIN 
HODDaa. With Portraits. Three Vols.,_36S. PtJpu/ar Edition, in One Vol., 7S. 6d. 

Shakespeare, Cassell's Quarto EdItion. Edited hy CHARLES and MARY COWDEN 
CLARKa, and containing about 600 Illustrations '11 H. C. SELOUS. Complete in 

l.~~~C~::I~'\fs~ tTh::;s~::~~i!!YS~~8:. 6ci.;ra-th~¥::~:~~~~I:~ 



Selections frDm Cassell .c. CDmjany's Pu6"eatim.r. 

lII1a.kespeare, MlDlature. illustrated. In Twelve Vols., in boz, 125.; or in 
Red Paste Grain (bolt to match), wirh spring catch, lettered in gold, 215. 

Shakespeare, The Plays of. Edited by Prof. HENRY MORLEY. Complete in 
Thirteen Vols. Cloth, in box. 2tS. ; half.morocco, cloth sides, 425. 

Shakespeare, The England of. By E. GOADBY. Illustrated. New EditWtt. :os. 6d. 
ShakBpere, The InternatlonaL lfditiDn de luxe. 

U Othello." ~ Illustrated by FRANK DrCKSEB, R.A. ~3 lOS. 

J :: *!nto~eLiire I~:: :::::=:::~: ::~s. E~~~~: ~A~AT::.KR:c ~!s.IOS. 
"Romeo and Juliet." Illustrated by FRANK DICKSE", R.A. is DOW oat of print. 

ShakBpere, The Leopold. With 400 Illustrations, and an Introduction by F. J. 
FURNIVALL. CM"I Editillo, 3L 6cI. Clotb gilt, gilt edges, ss.; roxburgb, 71. 6cI. 

ShaJDlpere, The RoyaL With Exquisite Steel Plates and Wood Engravings. 
Three Vols. ISS. each. 

SkIn and Hair, The Management of the. By MALCOLM MORRIS, F. R. C.s. 2S. 
Social Wel!a.re, Subjects of. By the Rt. Hon. SIR LYON PLAYFAIR, M.P. 7S. 6d. 
South Eastern l!.a.Uway, The 01D.cIal IDustrated Guide to the. IS,; cloth, :os. 
Spectacles, How to Select. By CHARLES BELL TAYLOR, F,R.C.S. IS. 
Splend.1d Spur, The. By Q, Author of" Dead Man's Rock," &c. Illustrated. 35.6d. 
Sports and Pastlmes, Cassell'. Complete Book of. With more than 900 

Illustrations. CM"!> Editi ... 35. 6d. 
Standard L1brary, Cassell'a. Stiff covers, IS. each ; cloth, 2S. each. 

~:;'i:!'Tton. i::~...:~e~~~~ Kouse at David.. 

~r:~!l!~~\r~eb:V. Two Vols. g~~!:1~=:8 CabiD. 
J.me Eyre. Eugene Aram. 

~'!~ J[eJght& ~e~:O~et~':.r~wgg;:.::n.. 
~~~e:u~'~:-o VoIs. ~a:u.Tri~~::=~~ ~ft,=: Se1eo-
Xeililworth.. bons from. 
The Ingolclsb,. Letlencl& Old Mortalit;v. 
Tower of Lonclon. The Hour and the Man. 
The Pioneers. Washington Irving"11 Sketoh .. BaDk. 

~~!:'~ 'k:~~,?,. ~:r!a Do?th:fB~=a. 
Cake. and Ale. Pride and Prejudioe. 
The JtiJ!g'B Own. Last of the Mohicans. 
People I have Met.. Heart of Midlothian. 
~:li~th1lnder. ~~~arw.grp~~~eiL 
Scott'. Poems. Handy Andy. 
LalIt of the Barona.. Selected Playa. 
Adventures 'Ot Mr. Le4bury. American Humour. 
Ivanhoe. Sketches by Bos. . 
Oliver 'l'wiIIt. . :Macaul~B Lays and Seleote4 Eu..,.. 

t-::~~z:,s~~!:o~~=rka. 5\~~~=$~Op. 
Senae and Sensibility. ilieD8i.. 
Lytton's Playa. The Talisman. 
Talell, Poems. and Sketahea (]Ire' PicltWlok. Two Vols. 

Jlartelo MartIn Oh_ewi~~V::"-' 
Stanley In Baat Africa, Scouting for, Being a Record of the Adventures ol 

THOMAS STEVBNS in seaJCh of H. M. STANLBY. With 14 Illustrations. Clotb, 75, 6cI. 
Star-Land. B'l Sir ROBERT STAWELL BALL, LL.D .. &c. lllustrated. 6s, 
Storehouse 0 General Informatlon, Cassell's, Fully Illustrated with High

Class Wood Engravings, and with Maps and Coloured Plates. In Vols. ss. eacb. 
StoryofFranc1s Cludde, The, A Novel, By STANLEY J. WEYMAN. 75, 6d. net. 
Strange Doings In Stranglt Placea. Complete Sensational Stories by Popular 

Authors. 5S. 
'l'eachlng In Three Contlnenta. Personal Notes on the Educational Systems of 

the World. By W. C. GRASBY. 60. . 
'l'hackeray, Character Sketches from. Siz New and Original Drawings by 

FREDERICK BARNARD, reproduced in Photogravure. us. 
The Short Story L1brary. 

~g~g~t; ~~, ~'!::-- ~ 8c,.~a THANItT. SSo 
Fourtet:D \0 ~ne, &0. B.l..ELIZABBTH STUART PHBLPS. fs, 
Eleven Pos8ible Case'!. B)" various Authors. ss. 
~h~~~:~:: ru!ft"en:l.!'n~ t-~~U:;~~RA fA-VILB CLAIlXB. ss. 



Stitt/ions /rtJfI' Cflm{1 .t. Companys Publitations. 

'1'0\ Book tor all Publ1c ElramJnatlona. By W. S. THOMSON. M.A. .• s. .. 
'I'Ieasure Island.. By R. L. STEVENSON. Illustrated. 35. 6d 
'l're&tment, The Year-Book ot A Critical Review for Practitionen;,of Medicine; 

and Surgery. Greatly Enlarged. SOJI pages. 7So 6d. 
Tree Palntlng In Water Colours. By W. H. J. BooT. With Eighteen 

Coloured Plates. and valuable instructions' by the Artist. ss. . " 
Trees, Fa.mUI&r. By Prof. G. S. BoULGER, F.L.S., F.G.S. Two Series. With 

Forty full'page Coloured Plate. by W. H. J. BOOT. , ... 6d. each. 
"UlI1oode" : The UnlverS&l Telegraphic Phrase Book. Pocket and Desk 

Editions. 25. 6d. each. _ 
UlI1ted States, C&8sell's HIstory of the. By the late EDMUND OLLIER. With 600 

Illustrations. Three Vois. 950 each. . , 
UlI1verS&l B1story, C&8sell's Wustrated. With nearly ONE THOUSAND 

ILLUSTRATIONS. Vol. I. Earlyand Greek History.-Vol. 11. The Roman Period.
Vol. III. The Middle Ages.-VoL IV. Modem History. 95- each. 

V&eelnation Vindicated. By JOHN C. MCVAIL, M.D .. D.P.H. Camb. 5"' 
Verdict, The. A Tract on the Political Significance of the Report of the Parnell 

Commission. By A. V. DICKY, Q.C. 2S. 6d. 
Verses Grave and Gay. By Miss E. T. FOWLER. gs. 6d. 
V1car of Wa.Ite1leld and other Works, by OLIVER GoLDSMITH. Illustrated. 

]5. 6d. ; cloth, gilt edges, ss-. 
Vlalon ot Saints, A. By LEWIS MORRIS. Edition tk ·Iu,... With 20 Full

Page Illustrations. n5. 
Water-Colour PaInting, A.Course ot With Twenty-four Coloured Plates by 

R. P. LEITCH, and full Instructions to the Pupil 55- . 
Waterloo Letters. Edited by MAJOR-GENERAL H. T. SIDORNE, Late Colonel 

R.E. With Numerous Plans of the Battlefield. '215. 

Web of Gold,.&. By KATHARINE PEARSON WOODS. 65. 
What Girls Can Do. By PHYLLIS BROWNE. 2S. 6d 
Wild Birds, Fa.mUI&r. By W. SWAYSLAND. Four Series. With 40 Coloured 

Plates in each. 128. 6d. each. 
Wild Flowers, Fa.mUI&r. By F. E. HULME, P.L.S., F.S.A. Five Series.· With 

,0 Coloured Plates in each. 1-' 6d. each. 
Wood, The-LIfe ot the Rev. J. G. By his Son, the Rev. THEODORE WOOD. 

With Portrait. Extra croWD Bvo. cloth.. CIua,; Edititm. SOlI. 
Work. An Illustrated Magazine of Practice and Theory for all Workmen, Pr0-

fessional and Amateur • Yearly Volume, cloth 75. 6d. 
World of Wit and Humour, The. With 400 Illustrations. Cloth, .,.. 6d 
World or Wonders, The. With-400 Illustrations. Two Vols. 75. 6d eacb. 
World's Lumber Room, The. By SELINA GAYE. Illustrated. 2S. 6d. 
Yule Tide. CASSELL'S CHRISTMAS ANNUAL. IS. 

ILLUSTRA TED MAGAZINES. 
T1uJ QuitJer, for Sun"a" aM 66n.,..a' .lUading. Monthly,6d. 
Cassell's Family Magazine. Monthly, 7d. 

... Little Folks" Magazine. Monthly,6d. 
The Magazine of Art. Monthly, IS. . . 
Cassell's Saturday Journal. Weekly, Id.; Monthly, 6d. 
Work. An Dlustrated Mag&Iine of Practice and Theory for all Work· 

men, Professional and Amateur. Weekly, Jd. ; Monthly, 6d. 
e •• Fflil ;ar#cu/an .f CASSELL & COMPANY'S Monthly Serial Publ1catioD8 

fDi/JIM/tnllld;IJ CASSELL & COMPANY'S COMPLETE CATALOGUE. 

Catalogues of CASSELL & CoMPANY'S PUBLICATIONS, which may be had at all 
Booksellers" t or will be sent post free on application to the ,Publishers :-

CASSELL'S CoMPLBTB CATALOGUE, containing particulars of upwards of One 

C;!:~C~:~~~D CATALOGUE, in which their Works are ~nged accordiog 
to price, from T;'reejellCe to Fifty G#i~tU. 

CASSBLL'S EOUCATIOJfAL CATALOGUE, containing particulars· of CASSELL a: 
CoMPANy'S Educational Works and Students' Manaals. ':" 

CASSELL & COMPANY, LIMITED, Ltldcate Hill, LfJ1Id<J"" 



Selections fronl Camll d: Com/any's Publications. 

iihlts auh Jttligiotts 'ifdtorks, 
Bible, Cassell's mustrated Famlly. With goo' Illustrations. Leather, gilt 

~ edges, /;2 'los. ; full morocco. £3 los. 

Bible I!C:~' 1l~Sell's. With nearly 600 I11ustrations. 75. 6d.; roxburgh, 

Bible Educator, The. Edited by E. H. PLUMPTRE, D.D. With lllu5tmtion5, 
Maps, &c._. Four VoIs., cloth, 6s. each. ~ 

Bible Student In .the British Museum, The. By the Rev. J. G. KITCHIN, 
M.A. n. 

Biblewomen and Nurses. Yearly Volume, 35. , 
BlUlYan's Pilgr1m's Progress, and the Holy War, Cassell's mustrated 

Edition of. Wi.h 200 Original IlIustra.ions. Demy 4'0, cloth, .6s. 

BIUIYan's Pilgr1m's Progress (Cassell's mustrated~ 4to. 75.6d. 
BIUIYan's Pilgr1m's Progress. With ruU:stmtions. Cneap Editio7l, 2S. M. 
Child's Bible, The. With 200 Il1ustmtions. 'Demy 4tO, 830 pp. 150/4 Thousand • 

. eM"; Edition, .,.. 6d. SJljdi ... Edition, with 6 Coloured Plates, gil. edges, lOS. 6d. 

Child's Life of Christ, The. Complete in One Handsome Volume .. with about 
200 Ori,(inal Illustrations. CM4P Ed,"hun,-cloth, 75: 6d.; or with 6 Coloured Plates, 
cloth, galt edges, lOS. 6d. Demy 4tO. gilt edges, 2J5.· . 

.. Come, ye ChUdren." By the Rev. BENJAMIN WAUGH. lllustmted. 5S' 
Commentary, The New Testament, for· English Readers. Edited 'by the 

, R •. Rev. C. J. ELLICOTT, D.D., LoId Bishop of Gloucester and Bristol. In Three 
Volumes. 215. each. . 

VoL I.-The Four GospelB. ' 

~~.: l:::=~=.;i~g,~~~~n~eC:V~~~ent. 
Commentary, The Old Testament, for English Readers. . Edited by the Rio 

Rev. C. J. ELLICOTT, D.D., LoId Bishop of ,Gloucester and Brisl<!L Compl •• e in 
5 Vols. ~1IIS. each. ' 

~~t I~:~:=~~~bs~uel n. I ~:'I]'J:::.r~o 1B~8ther. 
Vol V.-.Teremiah to 1IIa1aabi. 

Commentary, The New Testament. Edited by Bishop ELLICOTT. Handy 
Volume Edition. Suitable for School and general use. 

at. Matthew •. !S.6d. I Romans. 29.6d. I Titus, Philemon. HebreWS, 
8t. Mark. ]S. Corinthians II. 3S- and James. t: :t r~' :. :::. G I and ~t:Yd:'1:ii~ ;?lm. :JL 
De Acta of the Apostles. C oD1ans. AD Introduction to the New 

$i- 6d. 3S- Testament. 2S. 6d. 

'Commentary, The Old Testament. Edited by Bishop ELLicoTT; Handy Volume 
Edition. Suitable for School and general use. 

=:~=: =: 6d. I *~~== =: 6d. ~ DeuteronODQ'. IS. 6cL 

Dictionary of ReUglon, The. An Encyclopaedia of Christian and other 
Religious Doctrinest.,. Denominations, Sects. Heresies. Ecclesiastical Terms, History, 
Biography, &.c. &:c. !Sy the ~ev. WILLIAM BENHAM, B.D. CAea; Edititnl.. los. 6d. 

Dor6 Bible. With 230 Illustmtions. by GUSTAVE Dod. Original Edition. 
Two Vols., best morocco, gilt edges, £15. 

Early Days of Christianity, The. By the Ven. Archdeacon FARRAR, D.D., F. R.S. 
LIBRARY EDITION. Two Vols., 24$.; morocco. £22S. 
POPULAR EDITION. Complete in One Volume, cloth, 65.; cloth, gilt edges, 

75. 6d. ; Persian morocco, los. 6d. ; tree--ca1f;, :ISs. 
l'a.mllY Prayer-Book, The. Edited by the Rev. Canon GARBETT, M.A., And 

the Rev. S. MARTIN. Extra CroWD 4l0, cloth, 5S. ; morocco, :l8s. 

Gleanings after Harvest. Studies and Sketches. By the Rev. JOHN R. VERNON, 
M.A. lJIus.rated. 6s. 

Gospel of Orace, The. By a LINDESIE. Cloth, 20. 6d. 
·Oraven In the Rock." By the Rev. Dr. SAMUEL KINNS, F.R.A.S .. &c. &c. 

Illustrated. 125. 6d. 



Sdernons f"",. Cass~ll d; Company's PublkatitJns • 

.. Heart Chordll.· A SerieS of Works by Eminent Divines. Bound in cloth, red 
edges, IS. each. -.. ' 

X7 ::~~ !1~~n=~t Rey. Ashton Oxcnden. = ~~;!e ~:.:t:.; Bi1t~iB~'~e ttev. 

JI3r B~~!:'or ili:~:. Rt. kev. W. 'Boyd Carpenter~ :My ~=tk~eL,;~!;rei~· Rev. Dean Bitk ... 

117 ~=. 101' God. Jlf the Right Rev. Bis~ lW[y sw.:.uc with God., By the Very Rev. DeaD 

MyF~~~D~. Life. By the Yea. Arcl1deacon :My MAi~Orc:7he Divine IMe. By the Ve.., 

Ig ~~~~~~JlIiJ:.th:::'e <it!!~t~e:g~c~ :?,jt.:r~ By the Rev. E." Eo 

_ B~~·DBy the Rft'. Prof. W. G. Blaikie, D.O. 1'7 S!d~~cretary. of the Wesloy.m 

Helps to Bellef. A Series of Helpful Manuals on the Religious Difficulties of the 
Day. Edited by the Rev. TEIGNMOUTK SHORK, M.A., CanoD of Worcester, and 
Chaplain·in..()rdinary to the Queen. Cloth,:ls. each .. 

.UJtACLES. By the :&ev. Brownlow Mait- . the Be". Newman Smyth. D.D .. 
CRUTION. By the Lord Bishop of Carlisle. ITHB MORALITY OF THB OLD TESTAMBNr. By 

I'JLA1t::B~~ Bev. T. Tei&'Dmo1;lth Shore. THE =~ y;e::;.R. LoRD. By, tho LO~ 
THE ATOHBIIEJIT. By William Connor Magee" D.D •• Late Azchbll!lllop of York. 

Bid Treasure. By RICHARD HARRIS HILL, IS. 

Holy Land and the Blble, The. A Book of Scripture Illustrations gathered 
in PaJestine. By the Rev. CUNNINGHAM GEl'K.IB, D.D. ·With Map. Two Vols. 2450 
1""'I,.at~d Etlil'itm. One Vol... 218. .-

Life of ChrIst, The. BytheVen. Archdeacon FARRAR, D.O., F.R.S.,Cfiap\ain' 
in-Ordinarv to the -Queen. 

ILLUSTRATED EDITION, with about 300 Original Illustrations. Extra crown 4to, 
morocco antique, 42S. CM4p/llu.stf"ated Edititm. Large '4to, cloth, '15 6d. 
Cloth, full gilt, gilt ed~s, J.OS. 6d. . . 

LIBRARY EDITION. Two Vols. Cloth,~.; morocco, 425. 
POPULAR EDITION} in One Vol. Bvo, cloth, 65.j cloth, ,gilt edges, 15. 6d.; ,Persian 

morocco, ailt edges, 1.06. 6d.; tree· calf, :r.SS.. ' 
lrIarrlage lUng, The. By WILLIAM LANDELS, D.O.: Bound' in white 

Jeatherelte. Nefti and CluaJel" Edititllt. 35. 6d., ' 
Moses and Geology: or, the Ba.rmony of the Blble with Science. "By 

the Rev. SAMUEL KINMS, Ph.D., F.R.A.S. Illustrated. CM4P EdiliulI, 650 
My Comfort In Sorrow. By HUGH. MACMILLAN, 0.0" LL.D., &c., Author.of 

II Bible Teachings in Nature," &c. Cloth, IS. 

Protelltantlam, The lIiBtory of. By the Rev. J. A. WYLIE. LL. D. Containing 
upwards of 600 Original Illustrations. Three Vats., 275.; Li6rary Etfilitln, 3OS. 

"-Quiver>' Yearly Volume, The. With about 600 'Original Illustrations and 
Coloured Frontispiece. 7 •• 6d. Also Monthly, 6d. 

St.. George for England: and other Sermons preached to Children. Fifth 
EailitJII. By the Rev. T. TBIGNMOUTH SHORB, M.A., Canon of Worcester. 55, 

It.. Paul, The Life and Work of. By the Ven. Archdeacon FARRAR. D.O., 
F.R.S., Chaplain-in-Ordioary to the Queen. 

LIBRARY EDITION. Two Vols., cloth~ 245.; calf, 425. 
ILLUSTRATED EDITION, complete in One Volume, with about 300 IJiustratioDs, 

POP~L~~S. k-::~~~' £0:- Vo1ume, 8vo, doth, 65.; cloth, gilt edg~s, 19. 6d. i 
Persian morocco, los. 6d.» tree-calf, ISS. _ 

1h&1l We Know One Another In Heaven? By the Rt. Rev. J. C. RYLE, D.O., 
Bishop of Liverpool. New and Enlarged Edition. Paper Covers, 6d. _ .. 

Ihor ened Chnrch lervices and Hymns, suitable {or use at Children's Services. 
Compiled by the Rev. T. TEIGNMOUTH SHORB, M.A., Canon of Worcester. 
Enlarged Editi",,_ ..... 1.. . 

BIgDa Christl: Evidences of Christianity set forth in the Person and Work of 
Christ. By the Rev. JAMES AITCHISON. 55. 

"Bnnday:" Ita Ortgln, lI1story, and Present Obligation.· By the Ven. Arch-
deacoD HKSSBY, D.C.L. Fiji" Editioll, 75. 6d. ' 

'I'wUlght of Life, The: Words of COUJlSlll ud Comfort for the Aged. By 
JOHN EUUTON, M.A.. IS. 6d. _ . ' 



Se/«IiOlU /l'tJm C(uull 4: CDmpany's Pu6licaliollS. 

OCbu.cational Tmtorks anh ~tubtnt.s' _anuals. 
Agriculture Series, CaBBell's. Edited by TOHN WRIGHTSON, Prof. of Agriculture. 

Boils and Manures, By J. M. H. Munro, I)'.Sc. (London), F.I.C •• F.e.S. 25.6d. 
Crops. By Professor Wrightson. .. 6d. 

Alphabet, CaBBell'. 1'1ctorlal. Size, 35 inches by 42t inches. Mounted on 
Linen, with rollers. 3So 6d. 

Arithmetic :-Boward's Anglo·American Art of ReckOning. The Standard 
Teacher and Referee of Shorthand Business Arithmetic. By C. F. HOWARD. 
Paper, IS.; cloth, 2S. New E,,'arg-ea Edition, 51. 

Arithmetics, The Modern SchooL By GEORGE RICKS, B. Sc. Land. With Test 
Cards. (Lut ." "P1licati.".) 

Atlas, Cassell's Popular. Containing 24 Coloured Maps, 35. 6d. 
Book·Keeplng. By THEODORE JONES. FOR SCHOOLS, 2S.; or cloth, 35. FOR 

THB MILLION, 2S.; or cloth,' 3S. Books for Jones's System, Ruled Sets of, 2S. 
Chemistry, The Publlc SchooL By J. H. ANDERSON, M.A. 2s.6d. 
Classical Texts for Schools, Cassell's. (A list sellt postfree 011 application.) 
Cookery for Schools. By LIZZIE HERITAGE. 6d. 
Copy-BookS, Cassell's Graduated. Complete in 18 Books. 2<1. each. 
Copy.Books, The Modern SchooL Complete in 12 Books. 2d. each. 
Drawing Copies, CaBBell's "New StaDdard." Complete in 14 Books. 2d., 3d •• 

and 4d. each. 
Drawing Copies, Cassell's Modern School Freehaud. First Grade, IS. Second 

Grade,2s. . _ 
Electricity, PracticaL By Prof. W. E. AYRTON. 7S.6d. 
Energy and Motion: A Text-Book of Elementary Mechanics. By WILLIAM 

PAICR, M.A. lIlustrated. IS. 6d. 
Engllsh Literature, A l'1rst Sketch of, from the Earliest Period to the Present 

Time. By Prof. HENRY MORLEY. 75. 6d.. 
Euclld, Cassell's. Edited by Prof. WALLACE, M.A. IS. 
Euclld, The l'1rst Four BookS of. New Edition. In paper, 6d. ; cloth, 9d. 
Frencb, Cassell's Lessons in. New and Revised Editioll. Parts I. and II., each 

25. 6d. : complete, "s. 6d. Key, IS. 6d. 
French.Engllsh and Engllsh-French Dictionary. Entirely New and Enlargetl 

Edititm. 1,159 pages. 8vo, cloth, 3S. 6<1. . 
French Reader, Cassell's Public School. By GUILLAUME S. CONRAD. 2S. 6d. 
Galbraith and Haughton's Scienti1lo Manuals. 

Plane TriJonometry". 2S. 6d. Euolid. Books I., II •• III. 25. 6d. Books IV., V., VI. 25. 6cI. 

:a~:£t:3r~Ja&J!:~' .;r.-~ Ar::c:,~o~. ss. ~tea!a~~:e~08~~~~ ~cr.: 
doth, :as. 6cI. Complete. 75. 6d. Tides and. Wcia:F' CUrrents. with Tidal &"rds. 39. 

Oa.udeamus. Songs for Colleges and Schools. Edited by- JOHN FARMER. 5S. 
Words only paper, ISd. ; cloth, gd. 

Geometry, l'1rst Elements of Experimental: By PAUL BERT. Illustrated. IS.6d. 
Geometry, Practical Solld. By Major Ross, R.E. 25. 
German Dictionary, Cassell's New, Gennan-English, English.German. Cluy 
~ EdititJn, cloth, 35. ISd. 
German of To-Day. By Dr. HEINEMANN.. IS. 6d. - _ 
German Reading, l'1rst Lessons in. By A.J.XGST. Illustrated. IS. 
Hand-and·Eye Tra.1n1nt. By G. RICKS, .Sc- .Two Vols., with 16 Coloured 

Plates in each VoL Crown 4t~ 6s. each. 
"Hand-and.Eye TraInIng" Cards for Class Work. Five sets in case. IS. each. 
Handbook of New Code of Regulations. By JOHN F. Moss, New alld Revisetl 

EditiM&. IS.; cloth, "s. 
Historical Cartoons, Cassell's Coloured. Size 4S in. )( 3S in. lIS. each. Mounted 

on canvas and varnished, with rollers, 55. each. (Descriptive pamphlet, 16 pp., Id.) 
Historical Course for Schools, Cassell's. Illustrated throughout. I.-Stories 

from English History, IS. Il.-The Simple Outline of EDJlish History. 15. 3d. 
III.-The Class History of England, os. 6d. 

Latin-Engllsh DiCtiOnary'yCasSell's. Thoroughly revised and corrected, and in 
part re-written by J. R. • MARCHANT, M.A. 3S. 6d.. 

Latin Primer, The New. By Prof, J. P. POSTGATE. 2S. 6d. 
Latin Primer, The First. By Prof. f'OSTGATE. IS. 
Latin Prose for Lower Forms. By M. A. BAYFIELD, M.A. 25. 6d. 
Laundry Work (Bow to Teach It). By Mrs. E. LoRD. 6d. 



Sdatitnu fr'om CasstO " CfJllljany's Publications. 

J.aws of Bvery-Da.y We. For ihe Use of Schools. By H. O. ARNOLD-FoRSTER. 
IS. 6d. 

Little Folks' History of EDgIa.nd. By ISA CRAIG-KNOX. Illustrated. u. 6d. 
IfaIdng of the Home, The. By Mrs. SAMUEL A. BARNETr. IS. 6d.· 
Ilap·Bu11dlDg Series, Oassell'.. Outline Maps prepared I;>y H. O. ARNOLD-

FOKSTBR. Per set of 12, IS. " . 
lla.rlborough Books :-Arlthmetlo EzamJ/l ... 35. Arlthmotio Rules. IS. 1Sd.. J'reDcb. 

EzeroilJee. 35. 6d. J"l'enoh Grammar. 2S. 6d. German Grammar. 35. &I. . 
lIecha.n1ca For Young BeglJmers, A FIrst Book of. By the Rev. J. G. EASTON, 

M.A. 45.6d. 
lIecha.n1cs and Machine Design, Numerical Examples in Practical By 

R. G. BLAINS, M. E. With Diagrams. Cloth. 25. 6d • 
.. Model Joint" Wall Sheets. for Instruction in Manual Training. By S. 

BARTER. Eight Sheets, 25. 6d. each. 
Ifatural History Coloured Wall Sheets, Cassell's New. Consisting of ~8' 

IUbjectl. Size, 39 by 3'1 in. Mounted on rollers and varnished. 35. each. 
01!lect Lessone from Nature. By Prof. L. C. MrALL, F.L.S., F.G.S. Fully 

Illustraud. 25. 6d. . 
1'IIyB1ology lor 8choo1& By ALFRED T. SCHOFIELD/M.D" M.R.C.S., .&c. 

With Wood Engraviog. and Coloured Plates. u. geL Three Parts, paper covers; 
Sd. each; or cloth. limp. 6d. each. 

Poetry Readers, Oassell's New. Illustrated. 12 Books. Id. each. Cloth. IS. 6d. 
Popular Educator, Oassell's New. With Revised Text, New Maps, New Coloured 

Plates, Ne. Type, &c. To be completed in Eight Vols. ·55. each. . 
Reader, The Citizen. By H. O. ARNOLD-FoRSTER. 'IS. 6d. 
Baader, The Empire. By G. R. PARKIN. IS. 6d. . 
Reader, The Temperance. By Rev. ]. DENNIS HIRD. , Crown 8vo, IS. 6d. 
Readers, Cassell's .. Wgher Olaas." (List on application.) , 
Be&4ers, Cassell's Historical l1\ustrated. (List oil al/lication.) 
Readers, Oassell'. Readable.. Illustrated. (List on applic.alion.) 
Readers tor Infant Schoola, Ooloured. Three Books. 4d. each. 
Readers, The Modem GeographlcaL Illustrated throughout. (Liston application.) 
Readers, The Modern SchooL Illustrated. (List on application.) 
Reading and 8pel1lDg Book, Caaaell's illustrated. IS. 
Round World, The. By H. O. ARNOLD-FORSTER. 3S. 6d. 
8ch001 Bank Manual, A. By AGNES LAMBERT. 6d. 
School Oertlilcates, Oassell's. "Three Colours, 6l X <Ii in., Id. ; . Five Colours, 

IIi x 9t in., 3d.: Seven Colours and Gold, 9' X 6J\iD •• 3d. 
8c1ence Applled to Work. By]. A. BoWER. Illustrated. IS. 
8c1ence of Every·Day We. By]. A. BoWER. Illustrated. IS. 
Bculpture, A Primer or. By E. ROSCOE MULLINS. IUustrated. 20. 6d. 
Shade from Models, Common Object., and Oasta of Ornament, How to. By 

W. E. SPARKB.C;. With 2S PYites by the Author. 35. 
Ilt&kapere Reading Book, The. By H. COURTHOPE BoWEN, M.A. I\Iustrated. 

3L 6d. Also issued in Three Books, I&. each. 
8h&kapere's Plays for 8choo1 Use. I\Iustrated.· 5 Books. 6d. each. 
8pelllDg, A Complete Manual ot By J. D. MORELL, LL.D. I~. 
'l'ec1m1cal EdUcator, Oaaaell's. Illustrated throughout. New. and Re'lJistd 

EdilitJ". Four Vola. 55. each. . 
'lachD1cal Manuals, Oassell's. lUustrated throughout. 16 Vols" from 28. to 48. 6d. 

(Lid/ree (JH Q,p;licatum.) - _ 
'1'echnology, Manuals ot, Edited by Prof. AYRTON, F.R.S., and RICHARD 

Woa .. ELL, D.Sc., M.A. lUustrated throughout. 
The Dyetna of ToztUe I'abrioa. By Prot. DeaigD in Textile lPabrioa. By T. R.. Ash.,.. 

HummeL SL bW'lit. ... 6d. 

W~~~~~~kQ~~I~ ~Q':!::r!i 8pt~~:~~ ~~.wonted. SF W. 
lnstltute. .p. 6d. ~ Kechauica. By Prof. Pony. II.£.. \ 

Bteel and Iron. Bv Prot W. H. Cxeen.ood.. Cutting Too18 Worked by Hanel aDd ... 
F.c.s •• M.l.C.E .• &c. ss. chiile. ByProl.Smitb.. 3L tid. 

'laat carda, Cassell', OombiD.atiou. In sets, IS. each. 
'laat Oards, Oassell'. Modem SchooL In sets, IS. each. 



&leetions.from CasseR J: Company's Pubiication.t. 

~ooks for !onng i9toplt • 
.. Little Folka" -Half-Yearly Volume. Containing 432 pages of Letterpress, with 

Pictures on nearly every page, together with Two Full~page Plates printed in ColoW'S 
and Four Tinted Plates. Coloured boards, 35. 6d. ; or cloth gilt, gilt edges, 55. 

Bo-Peep. A Book for the Little Ones. With Original Stories and Verses. 
Illustrated with beautiful Pictures on nearly every page, and Coloured Frontispiece. 
Yearly Volume. Elegant pi:tuno boards, :os. 6d.; cloth, 35. 6d. 

Story Poems for Young and Old. By Miss E. DAVENPORT AIlAMS. 6s. 
Pleasant Work for Busy Fingers. By MAGGIE BROWNE. Illustrated. Ss. 
The Marvellous Budget: being 611,536 Stories of Jack and· JilL By the 

Rev. F. BENNETT. Illustrated. Cloth gilt, ... 6d •. 
Magic at Home. By Prof. HOFFMAN. Fully Illustrated. A Series of easy 

and startling Coniurin.1LTricks for Beginners. Cloth gilt, 55. 
Schoolroom and Home Theatricals. By ARTHUR WAUGH. With Illustra

tions by H. A. J. Mil.".. Cloth, os. 6d • 
. Little Mother Bunch. By Mrs. MOLESWORTILIIlustrated. Cloth, 35. 6d. 
Heroes of Every-Day LIfe. By LAURA LANE. With about 20 Full·page 

Illustrations. 256 pages, croWD Bvo, cloth, 25. 6<1. 
Ships, Sailors, and the Sea. By R.. J. CORNEWALL-]ONES. Illustrated 

throughout, and containing a Coloured Plate or Naval Flags. CMa~ Edititnl. 25. 6d. 
Famous Sailors of Former Times, Blstory of the Sea Fathers. By CLEMENTS 

MARK RAM. Illustrated. 2S. 6d. I 

The Tales of the Sixty Manda.rIJIs. By P. V. RAMASWAMI RAJU .. Ss. 
Gift Books for Young People. By Popular Authors. With Four Original 

llIustrations in each. Cloth gilt, IS. 6d. each. , 
The Boy Hunters of Kentueky'. By' .Tack. Karston-S Ancllor .. 

Edward S. Ellis. Frank's Life--Battle. 
Bed Feather: a Tale of the American Kajor Monk."a Motto: or, "Look ·Before 

Frontier. By Edward S. EIns. you Leap." 
Fritters; or". I. It"a a Long Lane tbat has TiDi Thomsonlltl Trial; or, .. .All is not Gold 

no ~. that Glitters.-
TrWc,; or, I. uf~~w~o;t~flaaa ~~~'t9:w:r~~~:-PaiDs,noGaiDa.. 
The dcaatlea. Ra.ga and Rainbows. 

~='8 "<1. ~::~~~:~~ 
.. Golden Mottoes" Series, The. Each Book conWrung 208 pages, with Four 

full.page Original Illustrations. CroWD Svo, cloth gilt, ... each. . 
"NU' Deat:erandum ... By the Rev. F. LaD£"' I qHonour is :I Guide.- By Jeanie Hering 

"B:'~d :~bear" By &ruPltt., &I A1m~t~: ~l· By EmW Searcbfield 
- "lie Conquers who Endures. By the Author 

.. Foremost it I Can.... . By Helen Atteridge. of .. May CWlDingbam'S Trial,· &c • 

.. Cross and Crown .. Series, The. With Four Illustrations in each Book. Crown 
8vo, 256 pages, :as. 6d. each. 

JteroesoftheIndianEmpire; or,Stoneaof \.lIyFi.re OM; a Stol7oftheBugue-
Valour and ViCtory. By Ernest Foster. nota. omas Arc:.ber, 

Through Trial" to Tr:l~ph; or, -The A..~K to ~;X~'t;t~n~ofJtirk.aDd 
Boyal Way- By M.ade1me BonaVlB Hunt. No. ; or the Sto:ryof the Lost Vestal. 

In ;;!t~: ~~~L. ~~ of ",0 ~~:u.of Early Chrisb~ Days. By Emma 

~t~~~~; A Stol7oftheoTews.. By :rreeV:~S~~~~tW::W~:'F~of 

l'1ve'Shill1JIg Books for Young People. With Original Illustrations. Cloth 

trnd:~li~~~:Banner. B; Henry Frith. I Bound by a Spell; or. the Bunted Witob. 

Th~nc:h~:8=:l ~~~ rt!t.~= Th:it:-~.::er:ltzn~~o:.~y~:: ~=;: 
.Albums for Chlldrell. Price 35. 6d. each. 

e: fN:~f~ i'::.~ S~:t~d PlIly. I ~ Own Alb\Ull of.A.DimalL mustrated. 
Set in bold type. &ad illustrated throughout. Picture Album of All 8011& IIIustratec:L 

;, Wanted-& XiDg;, Series. lllustratecL 35. 6d. ~cl:. 
Robin'a Ride. By Miss E. D~veDport Adams. I Wanted-a Xin&"; or, How Verle set the 
Great;..Grandm.qmma apc1 Ela~e. By GCOf'o Nureera Bhimea to lligh..... B}, l;:laggle 

yina M. S)'nge. Browne. 



Seieetions frot» Camll " C01llpany' s PublictZtions. 

Crown avo Library. CAeap Editions. 
Bamblea :aound Loudon. By C. L 

MatAaus. Illustrated. 
A.1'OUDd and A.bout Old EDgJIlIld.· By C. 

L. Mat~aux. Illustrated. . 
Paws and Claws. By one of the Authors or 

., Poems Written (or a Child." lUustrated. 
Decisive Bventa in HiB~. By Thomas 

Archer. With Ort~ Illustrations. 
The True :B.obtJlllon Crusoe&. Cloth gilt. 
Peeps Abroad ror Folks at Kame. 111us

"aced throughout. 

Three and Sixpenny Books for Young People. With Original Illustrations. 
Cloth gilt,3&. 6d. each. ' , 

The Xing'o d. A Bt0>7 for GIrls. , Polly. By L. T. Meade. 
By Do. - PI The PaJaoe Beautiful. By L. T. Meade. 

~ :~?lo;.T':M~~ ;::Ij.~~ n 
Pitt. The COBt ot 

LONt in Samoa. A Tale of Adventure in the On B 
Nariptor Islands. By E. S. Ellis. I' Lost amo~ 

TadJL ~:~Gettinc Even" with Kim. By 1- ~-&:~:: of 

Books by Edwa.rd S. Ellis. Illustrated; Cloth,2s. 6d: each. 
The H1Ultera of the OZHk..1 The Last War TratL \ 
T.b~P in the Moun- Ned on the :&.ivaI'. A Tale 
Ned. in the Wooda; A Tale at Indian River Warfare. 

of Early Days in the West. Pootprints :in the Porest. 
DOWD t.b.8 lWBBiuippi. l1p the TBpajoa. . . 

Ned" in tbe Blook House.. 
~e=:~~ ~£ .,ioneer LiCo m

Tho Loot ~aII. 
Camp·Fire and Wtcw .. 
Lost in the Wllds. ~ 

Sixpenny Story Books. By well·known Writers, All Illustrated. 
i~t:~!~. Cave. 
The Boat Club. 
Luke Ba.rnioott. 

'j Little Bird. I My First Cruise. 
~-:~fc1::i:r College The Little Peao~ 

Soya. ' The Delft JQg., 

Cassell's Picture Story Books., Each containing 60. pages.: 6d. each, 

A Ne.t of Storie •. I ~~r:t!~J!~k. I 
~~~~:~6i:iterem. t:: 

WUBtrate4 Books for the Little Ones. Containing interesting Stories. An 
Illustrated. IS. each; or cloth gilt, IS. 6d. 

SCl'ambles and Sorap.. I lden Sands. \ Crea.tures WllcL Gardea. 
~~~iJ!~e,i:i-':.' Li othe1'8 an<1.theU" ~ Act::nturea. 
Dumb Friends. Our Stories. 
Indoors and Out. Henan. Our llo~ 
Some ~arm Ji'rien411. 

Ihllllng Story Books. An Illustrated, and containing Interesting Stories. 
Seventeen caw. 0 in the ]l.obin"a 1 Aunt Lucia"s Locket. 
~l:t,=dolh:~~:re. ~~ 8~08t.. :g: ~:f~ri..,,; 
The KyatOl7' ., Shoncl11l' Clevel' Frank. 

SchooL of J'1ve Little Reds1dna. 
~~.~iz.ut, ""d Boy". I oil. of Brill. 
ThoI'D8 and Ta.ncles. Monaroh 

II Little Folka" PalntlDg Books. With Text, and Out!iite lllustrations for 
Water-Colour Paintinlf:. II.'each. . 

7ruita and Bl0ll8011U1 for • Little li"olkll" I 'l'he "Little Folks" :Proverb PabltIDC 

to Paint. . The llLittle :rolU"' m=~t~:~k: - , 

Elghteenpenny Story Books. All Illustrated throughout. 
Wee wmt.e Wtnkie. I B.agl'1e., ]lacel.. and the I Tom :Horr1e". Error. . 
'Ups and DOWDa of & DOD- Emperor. XV orth more than Gold. 

keY'. Lire. . trl~~ ~~p.gh :':-ood.-Thl'ouah 
ij-hr:., "i,~~ I.uaiea. d and Sea. .. The Girl with the Goldell 

~~;r:Bi#. other Storiee. ~m:erriDgtoD8· S~ of the Olden Tima. 



SelectioN frDm CasseR d: Companys Pu!J/icaJitmS. 

'!'be .. World in Pictures" Serles. 

Illustrated. :as. 6d. 

WorkiDg to WiD. 

ho-Sh1lling Story Books. All IDustrated. 
stories of the Tower., l The Children of the COurL/ Kr.lIurke's Nieces. A Moonbeam Taugle. 
May Qunningham'. Trial. Maid Mar.lory. 
!l'h8 Top of the Ladder, Tbe Four ca... of VIe Tip-

How to Reach it. ~ ~ns. 

i::t:e Fl,:,,:~ -FrieDds. I =Jgti:':u::~ook. 
Sohoo1 Girls. 

lIalf-Crown story Boob. 

caseen's Pictorial Scrap Book. In ~ Sectional Volumes. Paper boards. 
doth back, ]S. 6<1. P'" Vol. 

OUr Scral' Book. I The Magpie Borai Book. 

it: t::adi:=Ps!'!;ltBCOL '. it.: ~~~O:\oOk. 
Libra.ry of Wonders. IDustrated Gift·books for Boys. Paper, IS. ; cloth, IS. 6d.. 

Wonderful Adventures. 
WODdera of ADimal lDstiDot.. .rL WOIldelfu) Balloon Ascents. 

Wondera of Bodily Strength and 8ltW. 
Wond Escapes. . 

Books for the Little Ones. Fully llIustrated. 
~ea for the Young Polk.. By William I The Old Fairy Tales. With Original Illus-

Allingham. Beautifully lUustrated. )5. 6d. trations. Boams. IS.; doth. KS. 6d. 
. The Suuday" Scrap Book. With ODe Il1ou~ Jrl)" Diary. With Twelve Coloured Plates and 

sand Pictures. 'Boards,.ss.; doth. 75:. 6<1. I ~ WoOdcuts. IS. 
The History Scrap Book.. With nearly The Pilgrim'S Progress. With Coloured. 

~8Eni'!=o~~u;;.r.-6d.With too Caa!:!ll~S~BIIss.F~ BobiDBoD.. IUus-
lltustratioos. Cloth. 3So 64.; pt edges. $So trated. Cloth, 3S- 6d.; gilt. edges. ss. 

CA.5.5ELL d: COMrANy, Limili!d, i"dgat. HiH, Lot,."",; 
Faris d: MdIMmu. 



-, - ;-"\..---

SelectionS frtJm ell., C 

A Ramble Round :I'ranoe. 
All the BUSBias. 

~x.!!~U~r~de(EJ 
1'eepa Into CbiDa. : 

Cheap Ed1tloDS of Popular' 
each. 

_'-West. 

rtfo-ShIlling Story BoO: 
stories of the Tower.... . 
Kr. Burke·s Nieces. 
May gwmiDgham'. Trial. 
The Top of the Ladc:leJo 

How to Beach it. , 
Little Flotsam. -
Kadp and _ Friends. 

Balf-Crown Story B4if 
Litt1e~. C 

\... Margaret·s Enemy. 
~~~~-;.n~-tiea. 
~~.ff. 

V,,«. 

$IQC&\CO 
C~ 


